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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
THIRTIETH YEAR.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO,
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1908.
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The moving picture man was early In
evidence at the Bryun home, having
an he said, come direct from Oyste.
Bay.
He carried away with him
number of tllms Illustrative of Mr
Bryan's home life.
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THOUSAND TO
fQHKBT BUY AN AT DEN MOINES
Des Moines, Aug. 20. A busy da

Attorney General Hadley of
Missouri Inclined to Believe
Federal Appelate Court Is
Blinded by Prejudice,

fi.OOO-peopl-

BATILE1PS
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13-ln-

G

SMASHES
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RflCE HATRED

FIFTEEN

has been planned tor YY. J. Bryan In
Lies Moines tomorrow, and It is expected that he will have greeted full
1
before the day ends. H'
will arrive In the morning at 7:30
o'clock on the Buck Island and immediately will breakfast with prominent
democrats as the guest of Mayor A.
Mathls of Des Moines.
There will be an automobile tour
ADLAI STEVENSON
of the city before noon and aftei
CONFIDENT OF TRIUMPH luncheon a conference with demoerutlco:
for discussion
leaders of Iowa
general campaign plans. Four to six
public reception will be held
Former Vice President Says p. m. a Savoy
at the
hotel und at seven
Outlook Reminds Him of o'clock a parade of the local Bryan
clubs will be held, preceeding the
Times When He and Grover speeches. Two mass meetings will
I be held.
The main meeting will be In
Cleveland Swept Country,
the ball park where Mr. Bryan will
speak in the open air; an overflow
held in the auditorH
Morning Journal Special Leased Wlrr meeting will be
by
will be addressed
which
ium,
Chicago, Aug. 0. Former
Vice
Claude B. Porter, candidate for UnitPresident Adlal Stevenson, democrntic ed States senator; Fred E. White, cancandidate for governor of Illinois, didate for governor, and others. Mr
came to Chicago today from his home Bryan Is expected to speak briefly In
the auditorium also, but his main adIn Bloomlngton and for over an hour dress, which is to he a discussion of
conferred with National Chairman the tariff, will be at the ball park.
It is believed that the rally will be
Mack on the general situation and
by
what part the national committee the largest ever held of the democrat!
out of town
In Iowa. Thousands
would take in the state campaign. Mr. visitors are expected, cut rates being
Stevenson's visit followed a luncheon In force owing to the state fair, which
tendered to htm by the Irlquols club opened today.
nt which he predicted a democratic
victory In November In a speech which
bruught rounds of applause from the PLANS FOR TWO NEW
large number present.
In company with Francis Peabody,
his campaign manager, Mr. Stevenson
called on Chairman Mack at the national committee headquarters and
discussed the outlook and problem:;
that the democrats will meet In the Designs to Be Submitted to
light In this state. Mr. Stevenson told
the national chairman that from rePresident Roosevelt Before
ports received by him he believed Illinois would go democratic for both the
Construction on Vessels is
gubernatorial
and national tickets.
Mr. Mack Informed the former vice
Started,
president that the national committee
hud planned an effective campaign in
this state and that it would lend any I By Morning Jouroul 8?ial leaned Wire)
Washington, Aug. 20. Designs for
aid required by those directing the
gubernatorial fight.
Mr. Stevenson the two new battleships authorized at
will make several speeches In the state the last session of congreso probably
during the next two months and It Is
approved uy
not unlikely that he may be called on will be completed and
by the national committee to go out- September 10.
side his state on a short stumping
The plans for the vessels are now
tour.
being completed In the light of the
Speaking of the democratic ou'look
in tits national' camtriugii Una yeiif ÚvrcloyitMit.&rM the recent cotiieuitcc
Some,
Mr. Stevenson Paid In his address at of naval officers at Newport.
the Irlquols luncheon:
sugestions of changes were made at
"It looks like a return of the demo
conference and the changes aro
cratic spirit of 1892 when Cleveland that
being
Incorporated in the designs.
now
was elected. Everywhere I have spoken I have-- found democrats formerly It 1& said that the changes are not
antagonistic to Mr. Bryan with him radical but in view of the naval connow and they tell me they wish to
support me also. It Is astonishing the structors are material to the new
assurances of support I have received ships.
who declare that
from republicans
Upon completion of the plans they
they believe the time has come for a will be submitted to President Boose-vechange. If we put our shoulders to
for approval and It Is expected
the wheel we can brlnt; about a great that by the middle of September prodemocratic victory In November."
posals for construction of one of the
K. L. Jones, national committeeman ships will be advertised for. The other
from Maine, was a visitor at the dem- ship Is to bo constructed at the Brookocratic headquarters today and tnlked lyn navy yard by the government.
with Chairman Mack about the as- Pending completion and approval of
signment of speakers to the Maine the designs of the ships, which will
campaign which is now on In earnest. be Identical, much work will be done
The election In Maine takes place Sep- at the Brooklyn navy yard, In preptember 14 anil will be the first held aration of the construction of the vesduring the campaign. Speaking of the sel which Is to be built there.
Maine situation Mr. Jones said:
This ship will be the Florida. Her
is being sister ship, the Utah, will be con"The present campaign
waged largely on state Issues, but do structed at some private yard.
It Is
not mistake the fact that It is a red likely
that construction of the two
hot contest and that we are ma'tlng vessels will be begun
about the same
an aggressive fight. There Is pot a time.
dissenting democrat In Maine an evmain battery of the new ships
ery one of them will vote for I ryan Is The
navy department concern.
giving
and Kern In November. I am not A strong the
effort Is being made to Inpredicting that the democrats will
carry the state, but we are making a duce the department to equip the veslight to win and will certainly cut sels, especially their main batteries,
guns. It Is not Improbwith
down the- republican mujorlty."
able that this calibre of gun will bo
selected although It Is urged that the
HUYAN ST A UTS ON 8EVFN
DAY IPEBCH-MAKINTOUfl life of the guns of that calibre Is comparatively so brief ns to render the
Falrvlew, Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 20.
V. J. Bryan, democratic candidate for adoption of so heavy a gun unwarthe presidency, left here tonight on n ranted by all experience.
seven days' trip In the course of which
he will deliver several speeches and
hold a three days' conference with his
The LUS MANIA
campaign managers in Chicago.
first stop will be nt Pes Moines, Towa,
where tomorrow night he will discuss
Saturday, Sunthe tariff question.
day and a part of Monday he will
ME
spend In Chicago and on Tuesday he
will be present at the notification in
Indianapolis of J. W. Kern, the democratic vice presidential nominee, and
upon which occasion he will speak on Giant Cunard Turbine Reaches
the subject of trusts. Two days later
Sandy Hook After Fastest
at Topeka, Kan., he will deal with the
question of the guaranty of hank deTransatlantic Voyage in Hisposits and will return to Lincoln, August 28.
tory of Ocean Travel,
Notwithstanding
his eagerness to
complete before his departure the
preparation of the speeches which he 111, MnrnliiK .liitirm.l Nperlnl I.immiI lvire
New York, Aug. 10. The Cunard
Is to deliver within the next fortnight.
Mr. Bryan found time to hold several liner Ltisltnnla finished n sensational
over the run across the Atlantic at lllO o'clock
long distance conferences
'phone with his cnmpnlgn manager, tonight
and when the officii! figures
Norman K. Mnck. chairman of the
democratic committee, who Is at the for the trip became available after the
democratic headquarters In Chicago liner had anchored outside the bay
and to ilb. us" the politlón) situation for the night it developed that the big
In Idaho with C. O. Btockslager, who
Is the
candidate for Uni- turbine had not only lowered all rected States senator In that state. The ords for the Transatlantic voyage by
subject matter of the talk with Mr. nearly four hours but that she had
Mnck' was not disclosed and neither also broken three other records.
Mr. Bryan nor Mr. Stockslager would
The official timing of the Lusltnnla
vouchsafe any Information concerning placed her off Daunts
rock nt 11:30
their Interview. It was ascertained, o'clock last
Steaming
Saturday.
however, that the Idaho situation was
lightship
the
of
at 9:30
abreast
no
length
effort
discussed at
and that
o
tonight
she
made
the pasclock
had
will be made to bring the wnrrlng
sage In Just four days and fifteen
democratic factions together In the exThe best nrevlous record,
pectation of strengthening the national hours.
by her on November 8 last was
made
state
In
that
ticket
Hundreds of visitors rode out to four days, eighteen hours and forty
Falrvlew during the day, most of minutes, her new performance lowerwhom were afforded the opportunity ing the previous mark by three hours
of shaking hands with the candidate and forty minutes.
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"The judge who
annot see the Standard Oil of New
lersey in the Standard Oil company of
Indiana and who cannot see through
both of these legal fictions to the real
iwners and the real offenders, John
D. Hockefeller, H. H. Kogers.
John
D. Archlbold. and others. Is rather
blinded by prejudice or an unfortunate
Jisposition to obscure the merits of a
.ontroversy by stained and Irrelevant
technicalities," declared Attorney General Herbert S. Hadley of Missouri today in his address before the second
innuul convention of the National As
ioeiutiou of Attorneys
General, of
vhich he Is the president.
The statement was made in the
course of the review of the reversal
by the t'nlted States circuit court of
appeals of the twenty-nin- e
million dollars fine which was assessed against
the Standard oil company of Indiana
ty Judge Landls of the district court.
"To assert that men may, by the organization of a puppet corporation
the proper measure of punishment for, their wrongdoing,' said Mr.
fladley, "Is to give to the legal fiction
greater rights,
of the corporation,
privilege nnd immunities than those
which belong to natural persons. This
use should serve as an Impressive argument as to the necessity of the
national and state governments' enacting a law to the effect that no Judgment in a criminal or civil case should
be reversed unless the court could affirmatively say upon the entire record
that the Judgment was for the wrong
party and that but for the error complained of, a different Judgment would
have been rendered."
"The results secured, or rather the
President
lack of results secured."
Hadley further said, "furnish an added
demonstrative of the Ineffectiveness of
he present methods of litigation for
the suppression of punishment of
; rusts
and monopolies."
"The new question of states lights'
was the subject of a paiier read by
Thomas W, Martin, assistant attorney
nil cf AlsW'iui. ,u IN n t nr:non
iisslon.
Mr. Martin discussed the rights of
Untes in controversies with railroads
and the decision ol the United State
oipremc court in the case nf IMwurd
r. Young, March 3. 90S. against the
date of Minnesota. He contended that
the supreme court went further In
the decision of the great constitution
al question there decided than it had
BVtT gone before and he believed that
It would It" time recede from this position. Tills opinion, he RCld, might
prevent the state from being represented in Its own courtB by its own
chief law officer upon issue involving;
validity of the
the constitutional
states enactments.
This WOUld give the federal court
Jurisdiction to enjoin a states attorney from enacting any state law.
The diSOUSSlon of the paper was led
by v. B. Mullen, attorney general of
Wyoming, who suggested that a legisof
commission
reference
lative
competent men be appointed In each
state to examine the draft of all proposed bills and pass upon their
l
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tunity to View at Close
Range Men Who Man American Battleships,

SMOLDERS
'

FEAR CRAZED NEGROES
ARSENAL

IN

Journal Special Leased tVlrr
Springfield, 111.. Aug. 20. Springfield was inlliiincil tonight by a report
that Rolla Keycs. a seventeen-year-ol- d
boy who testified before the special
Jury when that body indicted Qeorge
Richardson for an alleged assault
upon Mrs. Mabel Hallara had been
shot by friends of the accused negro.
Before the rumor had time to spread
fnr, however, it was leai ned that the
shooting was accidental, the wound
having been Inflicted by a bullet from
a revolver belonging to a companion
of Keyes. The boy is so seriously in-

jured that he may not recover.
According to the story first told by
Keycs' companion, Harold McLaughlin, fourteen years old, and Chester
Hrown, sixteen years old, the bullet
struck Keycs while tie was fishing In
the Sangamon river near the city water works, three miles northeast of
They asserted that they had
here.
left him for a few moments and that
when they returned they found him

Grounded.
This was the version which was
posted
on the newspaper bulletin
Instantly
boards about the city.
crowds began to collect and the excitement was Increased when the police
ordered the removal of the notices The
act was interpreted as an attempt on
the part of the authorities t conceal
the true Facts so as to minimize the
possibility of a renewal of the local
race war.
When the fresh bulletins appeared,
however, and the true story of the affair became known, the excitement
gradually suhsid- d.
1' in nliil
McLiuyh- i'.ri
lln and Brown o confess Hie facta,
The former's father found the pistol
with the only loaded chamber dis-

charged

In

the buggy

In

which the

boys had driven to the water wnrks.
When confronted with this evidence
the son admitted that he was holding
the revolver when It was discharged.
He repeated this to an Associated
Press correspondent tonight, lie could
not explain how the revolver was discharged and said that the boys constory because they
cocted the lirst
were frightened by the accident. Keyes
stood by his companions alter tiny
had brought him to the hospital here
and told lr. S B, Miiiisnn, who attended him, the version agreed upon
during the drive back to town, The
physician found that the bullet had
pierced KeySS1 breast and ranged upward Into the upper lung.
Because of the excitement caused by
the first reports of the accident, extra
precautions were taken by Colonels

Mortality and Foreman

command

In

y.

st

st

Lo-p- er

I

tonight.
Ten Indictments against two of the
mob leaders lu re were returned by
the special grand Jury Of Sangamon
county late today. Six of these are
against Abraham Haynor and four tire
against Kate Howard.
Haynor Is
charged with murder, four cases of
malicious mischief and one of riot.
The charges against the Howard wom
an are for malicious mischief and are
identical with those of Haynor on
these courts.
The murder charge again-- t Raynor
Is based on his alleged participation
In the lynching of William Donnigiin,
negro who fell a victhe
tim to the mob's fury on Saturday
night. Considerable of the evidence,
upon which this was voted, was heard
by a military court of Inquiry which
has been sitting under the direction
of Lieut. Colonel Chipperfleld of the
First cavalry and which today turned
over to the stritc's attorney the results
of Its Investigations. "We secured
enough evidence to Indict forty or
fifty participants in last week's rioting," said (.'ol. Chipperfleld tonight.
"We have practically a complete confession from Haynor and we have also
discovered convincing evidence of ar
son on the part of a former police of
ficer of Springlleld. The evidence Is
not only available for grnnd Jury
Toronto Suffers Costly Blase.
Toronto, Ont., Aug. 20. Fire today work, but it Is also nf such n char
partially destroyed the warehouse and acter that convictions are almost
store of Rice Lewis and Son, hard(Continued on Page 2; Column 4.)
ware dealers. Loss $140,000.

Puget Sound Navy Yard, Aug. 20.
Orders have been received to convene n court of Inquiry here tomorrow to Investigate the grounding of
the armored cruiser Colorado on Point
Upllp last Saturday. Captain D. H.
Malum, captain of the yard will preside. Associated with him In the Inquiry will be Commander Charles
Cleaves of the cruiser St. Louis and
Commander H. S. Knapp of the cruiser Charleston.
The damage to the cruiser Colorado
as a result of the grounding Is estimated at 118,000. The expenditure
of this amount In making necessary
repairs has been authorized by the department at Washington. This sum In.
eludes the cost of docking and painting the ship. The cruiser will be In
dry dock one month.
Orders have been received for the
cruiser Charleston to sail from this
yard to Cnvlte, Philippines, October
first, under command of Knnpp. The
Charleston will be the flagship of the
third squadron which has headquarters nt that station.
Her compliment of men nnd officers
will be drawn In part from the Colo
rado temporarily out of commission.
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Sydney. X. S. V Aug. 31. Sydney
was aglow with life and color today
and surging thousands tilled the
streets as never befort for this was
the day set lor the official landing and
for Australia to publicly witness the
bone and sinew of the visiting fleet,

Garbled Story of Accidental
Shooting Inflames Citizens;1
officers and men.
Presence of Troops Alone No more triumphal entry of gallant
vessels into a port was ever witnessed
Prevents Fresh Outbreak,
than that of yesterday when the war(By Mornlns
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The Chronicle says:
"That the American sailors will take
Tney
Australia by storm Is certain.
have done it already; they have con
quered befo-t- . they came. Tills cordial
fraternization, is very gratifying to this
country where the maintenance ol the
most friendly relations with the American people and government Is an
object of universal desire und an axiom
of our policy."
Then referring to the feeling of enthusiasm shown by Australia on the
ground of sympathy between the I'nl-teStates and Australia for the exclusion of Alatics, the Post declines
to believe that there Is any real resentment In Asia at the adoption
of this traditionally
Asiatic principle and says;
"The only real danger of netlve ADMINISTRATION CANNOT
enmity arising from the careless as
FORGET CINCINNATI TALK
sertion still sometimes made in this
country that the Hritish policy Is to
insist upon the open door In the east,
while barring the door In the colon- Close Friend of Taft Explains
ies."
Why Ohio Senator Is Not
In conclusion the Post says;
"The thronging thousands who
Permitted to Take Part in
watched the entry of the American
armada can not fail to be dreaming
Campaign.
of the day when the llnest harbor In
the southern hem isphere will again be
the base and Its shores the home of a (By Mornlns Journal Hneelsl Iaed Wire.
Hot Springs, W. Va., Aug. 20. "AfBritish tieet dominating the Pacific."
ter the first week of any speaking
campaign has been gone through with
Put It.van Loses Big Bundle.
Seattle, Aug. 20. Patrick
Ryan, and one llnds himself, as it were, talkaged fifty years, mine owner and cit- ing without difficulty on all of the
to Deputy
izen of Denver, reported
Prosecuting Attorney John V- Murphy various subjects of discussion, I do not
today that since his arrival In Seattle think there Is anything more enjoyTuesday night he had been robbed of able than making at least one speech
of deposits a day."
cash and certificates
amounting to $8.07
rch war- This utterance by Judge W. M. Taft
rant was issued.
today presents his attitude toward
campaigning. He added that In the
1904 campaign he mode speeches durLITTLENEW LIGHTON ing a six weeks' tour of New York
and New Fngland and "1 enjoyed every minute of It."
When asked if It were not a possibility that a change might be decided
TRAGEDY
upon in tile announcement that he
Would not leave Cincinnati during the
campaign. Mr. Taft replied:
"Of course there is nothing to prevent a change of these plans."
Attorneys Representing
Ac
Mr Tuft admitted Hint m luios IhA

JOINS

THEDOWNAND

Australians Have First Oppor-

of the two military sections of the
city to prevent the gathering of
crowds.
The members of the patrols
Charle West, attorney general of were also Instructed to spread the true
Alabama, rpoke on "experiments in version of the accident and to rrrest
government." Discussing the consti- any persons discovered counselling
tution of Oklahoma, he showed that violence to negroes.
every feature of that document is In
The occurrence caused fresh fears
the constitution or statutory law of In the "black belt" despite the atsome other state or nation.
tempts of the Off) Stain to quiet the
The bonking guarantee, he said, town.
was originally known as the "Haiti-mor- e
The arsenal was crowded with refulaw," and the
drastic gees again and there were also a large
anti-trulaw was merely the Sher- number of negroes who slept under
very the protection of a guard from the
law
with
man anti-truslight modification.
Seventh regiment at Camp Lincoln.
Just before ad jntirnment, United
Harry Loper, whose restaurant was
States Senator Hubert I,. Owen of demolished last Friday night, testified
Oklahoma, who was present, made a nt the coroner's inquest over the body
brief and eloquent address, telling how of Louis Johnson, the youth who was
the Oklahoma constitution was writ- killed In that portion of the riot.
ten.
was unable to remember the identity of any of the persons who atThe Inquest adtacked his place
COURT OF INQUIRY ON
journed until tomorrow.
Kate Howard, who was Indi- d by
GROUNDING OF CRUISER
the grand Jury today, wns urrested
constl-tltlonalit-

IN SYDNEY

n

arnmoriau

HUDDLED

PARADE

"

ships pushed through the huze of sea
and steamed majestically and passed
the headlands crowded with a cheering multitude. Today Australians hail
an opportunity to see the men who
brought the ships In safety thus far
mi their voyage around the world.
From Farm Cove, Where the landing occurred, throughout the lengthy
line of march the crowds gave enLarge bodies of
thusiastic welcome.
men from all the ships were brought
ashore in the morning in launches.
They numbered close to 3,000. In sections they inarched to the outer domain which adjoins the botanical gardens and formed upon ulloted spaces
fronting the reception pavilion. Then
came the admirals and their sí :tfts wh
landed ashore on the east side of the
cove, where a gunrd of honor from
the British naval forces was drawn
up. They were met by the prima minister, Allied I), akin, and other ministers of tin- commonwealth, the pie-mlof New South Wales and his ministers, the mayor of Sydney and members of the corps.
Hear Admiral Sperry, commander
of the fleet, inspected the naval guard
and then with the others was driven
to the reception pavilion In the domain, where he was greeted by Lord
Northcottc, governor general of Australia; Sir Harry Rawson, lieutenant
governor of New South Wales, and
the military and nnval heads of th
colony.
The scene was a brilliant and pic
turesqu
le. The grand pavilion was
surmounted by a great golden eagle,
glittering In the sunlight
and the
were Inscribed
curved balustrades
with the names of the American
states. The stands surrounding the
till
iwvlllon v. njftl dni..--.
Mags, bunting and evergreens. These
by
federal and state
were occupied
ministers, tin- members of the various
branches of the legislature and government ofllclals many of whom were
accompanied by ladies whose gay costumes furnished vivid patches of color.
The brilliant uniforms of the guard
of honor from the royal Australian nr.
tillcry contrasted strongly with the
plain colors worn by the Americans
Lord Northcottc on behalf of Australia extended the heartiest of welcomes to Admiral Sperry, his officers
and men anil congratulated them
Warmly on the success of the Journey.
After greetings had been exchanged
a procession was formed, the mayor
and oftldals nnd the American admirals with their staffs occupying carTwenty-tiv- e
hiinilrod men
riages.
from the fleet participated. They enr-tie- .l
arms but no ammunition. In accordance with an arrangement made
the night before. A hitch occurred in
the original arrangement, when soon
after the arrival of the Amerlenns at
the port It wns learned hv Admiral
Sperry that owing to the Imperial
regulations the landing of armed men
AdIn Australia would be barred.
miral Sperry Immediately notified the
government that unless his men were
permitted to carry arms they would
take part In no parade. An amicable
arrangement wns reached on this
point, however, without difficulty, the
government granting permission for
American sailors and marines to carry
arms hut no ammunition.
The detachments from the various
ships were headed by color bearers
and accompanied by the ships' bands.
Their marching was commented upon
with admiration and they were cheered on every hand.
On tin- return to the domain the
visitors were entertained at luncheon.
The whole city turned out to do them
honor and the gfeatest enthusiasm
prevailed,
The prime minister In extending
of the commonwealth to Admiral Sperry said that It was In
and truth from the whole people. Lord Mayor Hughes presented
an address to the admiral, who acknowledged the gift In warm terms.
He said that when he nwoke early yesterday he was greeted the first thing
by vast crowds which seemed millions,
as the warships traveled toward their
anchorage. His next welcome wns by
the old Hrltlsh admiral, Sir Henry
Hnyson, whose kindly words of cheet
were most grateful while the reception
accorded himself and his men by the
governor general nnd the Australian
people was extremely hearty. Ameii-ennhe said, therefore had every reason to feel themselves among friends
and kinsmen.
loiter In the day the admirals called
apon the prime minister. Premier
Wade, and the lord mnyor, who returned the calls. All (he shore liberty
men In uniform were carried free on
the street cars
Last evening the fleet was serenaded
end the men of the fleet Cheered the
musicians.
er

--

OUT CLUB

HIS

i

n- f"r i
cused Captain and His Wife !
nouiicf mem Mill lie suouio reiuaiu in
Issue Conflicting Statements his native city was to forestall the

li

MnmiiiK Jssraal speeiui f nmá arise
New
York, Aug. '.'0. Interest In

the disc of the Mains brothers now
awaiting Indictment and trial In the
(Jueeiis county Jail for the murder of
William K. Annls, on the float of the
Bayalde Long Island Yacht club Saturday, centers today In various contradictory statements Issued by the
lawyers for Captain Peter Mains J, lid
nh brother Tnomton J. Mains, and
by those having charge of the Interests of Mrs. Halns,
the captain's
wife.

Frank Wilds, Mrs. Mains' attorney,
insisted that, signed confessions to the
contrary notwithstanding, Mrs. Halns
had never been guilty of Improper
conduct with Annls.
Mr. Wild denied a published story
that Mrs. Halns was trying to
a reconciliation with her husband and
would testify in his behalf at the trial.
Weldon (.'. Percy, the first lawyer
called In to defend Captain Halns
and his brother, refused to comment
on the various statements.
In respect
to the much exploited incident ol' the
automobile ride In which Captain
Mains took Annls nfter his brother
came back from the Philippines, however, Mr. Percy threw a new light.
"The captain," said he, "returned
with the conviction that all the gossip
connecting Annls and his wife was ab
solutely without foundation. Me stud- led upon a way to speedily silence the
detractors of the woman he loved and
decided that the best way would be
to openly Invite Annls to dinner at
the fort. He did this trusting the
word of his wife. That night Annls
came to the fort with his wife and after dinner the four Mrs, Halns, the
captain and Mr. and Mrs. Annls went
out together In an automobile for a
ride. Subsequent to that the captain
discovered the truth. The talk of
Mrs. Halns not hnvlnjr been In full
possession of her faculties at the time
she signed the confession Is ridiculous.
Fully twelve hours elapsed between
her oral and written confessions."
EDITORS IN SESSION AT
ST. PAUL ELECT OFFICERS
St. Paul, Aug. 20. Practically nil
of this session's business of the Notional Editorial association was finished today when Seattle was chosen as
the 1909 meeting place. When It was
seen that Seattle would win the Toledo delegates moved that the choice of
Seattle be mude unanimous. The following officers were elected:
Mays,
H.
President
William
Hrownvllle, Texas.
First Vice President A. N. Pom-eroChombersburg. Pa.
Second Vice President
It. R. Dow-del- l,
Artesian, N. D.
Third Vice President W F. Parrot, Waterloo. Ipwit.
Recording Secretary It. H. Walker.
Athens, Ala.
Treasurer Will D. Curtis, Kewa-ney,

e,

III.

Delegates from ench state were
elected members nf the executive committee. Hevlsion of the present postal laws relating to second class mall
matter and the adoption of resolutions endorsing the laws and commending Third Assistant Postmaster
fJKeneral a. c. Lawtdss in his effort! to
enforce them, took up the greater pnrt
of the morning session.

Agel Men in.., i Dead.
LONDON IMPRESS RD BY
Chicago, Aug. 20. John V. Far-wel- l,
CORDIALITY TOWARD WVBtSt
IjoimJoii, Aug. 21. The London
senior member of the wholesale
morning newspapers give great prom- dry goods firm of J. V. Forwell and
inence to reports of the American Co., died at his home In Lake For
Ediest. III., tonight after a long Illness,
fleet's reception In Australia.
torially they express the fullest satis- aged 83 years. He had been engaged
faction at the warmth and brilliance In the dry goods business In Chicago
of the welcome accorded the visitors. since 1812.

deluge ol applications for his presence
In various parts of the country
but
these applications are coming Just the

me.
Any change of plans affecting the
candidate, however. It was suld was a
matter entirely w ith the national committee. That Mr. Taft Is entirely willing to accommodate himself to anything but a whirlwind campaign, as
he put II, was made plain. "There Is
no harder work," he udded, "than

Sil

making hurried speeches iron, the
rear 'Tk! of' a I mm and
such work Is effective."
Is ready for the reMot Springs
publican rally tomorrow. Colonel 8.
Hrown Allen, of Staunton, made a
final Inspection of the ball park as
chairman of the nrrangements committee, at the close of the day und
plac d his approval on what had been
done. Colonel Allen's estimate of the
crowd to come Includes 3.(100 from the
Sheiicndoah valley. 1,000 or l.r.00
from the James river division, from
Klchmnnd another thousand and from
Highland, Hath and Allegheny i
twelve to fifteen hundred more.
Hubert Mather, of the Hock Island
railroad, reached here today and paid
his respects to Mr. Taft.
Judge D. D. Woodmansee. Judge of
the common pleas court at Cincinnati,
president In 1X90 of the national
league of republican chtbs and a cousin of an old friend of Judge Taft. was
an arrival today und gave out an Interview regarding the decision of the
Ohio state committee not to Invite
Senator Foraker to speak at the
opening of the national campaign at
Youngstown, September 5, in which he
said:
"Aside from the fact that we have
had many campaign openings In Ohio
without our senator taking part. It can
at once be understood that a very Important question of party policy arose
this year. Every one can appreciate
that It was an embarrassing situation
Senator Foraker In his chamber of
commerce speech, delivered in Cincinnati, only a short time ago, made a
severe attack upon the policies of
President Roosevelt. How could the
party which Intends to wage the tight
standing squarely on these policies as
declared In Its platform, consistently
Invite him to take the most conspicuIt was
ous part In the campaign?
practically lm possible and most of
Senator Foraker's friends see It that
1

unities,

way.

"I will yield to no one In my adThe
miration for Senator Foraker.
splendid services that he has heretofore rendered In behalf of the republican party can not and must not be
forgotten and no one shall regv- :
than I myself If he finds it In.- lit bis
to eerve the party during this campaign."
Judge Taft's engagements for Saturday Include conferences with Theodore
P. Shonts. president of the Metropolitan Securities company of New York:
O. W. Palntor, an American missionary to Chino; Chief Forester Plnchot
and Postmaster Qeneral Meyer.
-
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FROM DITttlira CAMPAIGN
r,
Washington, Aug. 20. Senator
of Ohio, was In Washington today after a vacation In Maine. On
bis arrival Senator Foraker found a
dispatch from 'Frank H. Hitchcock,
expressing regret that the senator had
not met the republican leaders In New
York nnd conveying the hope that
when Mr. Foraker was In that city
again they would meet. The reporters
desired an expreselon from the senator
In the
relative to his
opening of the republican campaign at
Youngstown, O.. September E. where
Oovernor Hughes and Senator Bever-Idg- e
are to sound the campaign keynote.
The senator expressed his views regarding the action of the state com
mittee In Ohio and not Inviting him
For-awe-

(Continued on Page 1; column 4.)

THE ALBUQUERQUE

2
hit Guynn, was fired frurn a shot gun
In
Guynn,
held by Louis Uraham
unipniiy with Louis and Ike Graham
and Arthur Henry, were rounding ni
some turtle doves north of the city,
LjMla Hrahiun flred at sume dvcs,
flying In th air, without
which
aware that (iuynn was In line with
(Iuynn was KtamlitiK ahout
his shot
one hundred and fifty yards distant.
and was hit by three of the shot,
which were No. 7 bird shot Two of
the shot his Just above the
and one entered the pupil, breaking
the Iris. The injured man aras brought
to the city as soon as possible and
given medical attention
It is thought
however, that the sight of the Injured
member will be entirely destroyed.

ftl

I

BISHOP STRICKEN

MORNING JOURNAL,

Dram

FORAKER JOINS THE DOWN
AND OUT CLUB
(( out Inn. d

w.-r.- -

BANQUET
Right Rev. John McQuaid Suddenly Collapses While
Clergy at Rochester; Hope Held Out for

ii

i

Journal Marcial I rn..-i- l Wire) GOVERNOR JOHNSON
ACCEPTS NOMINATION
r. N Y , Aug. 20. At the
c...e of ri bimiu.-- t with which the exercises of the new h ill of theology at
noon
Paul, Aug. 20.
8t.
St. Bernard seminary were concluded today CKptorrnor Johnaoa called the
this afternoon, lilsbop Bernard J.
newspaper men together and an- suddenly collapsed and it was I Bounced that hi would accept the
:
The nomination for
i red that death was Imminent.
governor tendered
In celebration of the him bv the gtate convention
exercises v.
fortieth anniversary of the bishop's day. lie said:
.
op LtC and the sixtieth anniversary
"After due consideration of the
of his ordination to the priesthood.
matter and before I have been form- will tell you that
As Bishop McQuaid, clad In the tally nominated.
rQbM "f his office, W;is w heeled into I havi made up my mind to lay aside
the ilir.ing room by Dr. L. K. Simpson, all personal consideration and listen
who has been attending him at the to the call of my party. I will accept
seminary, the clergy rose to greet the the nomination w hen it la formally
bishop He spoke, except for a mu- tendered me. I desire to state also
emphatic that if tin
ni it at the beginning of his address and to make it (Sallad
on nje before
committee had
In a voice of unexpected vigor, continuing for seventeen minutes. Then hi tin- nominating speech was made I
would have positively declined to be
suddenly s.ild:
ndldat
I w mild
I
say
but
feel
nmr
like to
my strength is falling me."
Congo
real Ratified,
With this the bishop became palej
Brussels. Aug. 2". After several
and learnd back In his chair. He be- came Dnconactowa and the clergy, months of bitter Struggle, the chamteh
stunned by the hock. knelt In player, ber of deputies today adopted
by Ü vote.;
Dr. Simpson administered two hypo- - Congo annexation treaty
."" and although
today's action
dermic Injection and lowered the pre. to
probably will Insure the solution of
lat.-'lo ad. CoadjUatOT Bishop Tilomas F Hickey prepared to administer the great Congo problem there still
remains open the Important question
extreme unction, the sacrament of the of
Belgium's financial responsibility.
last rites, but Bishop McQuaid re
;.

hcs--

;

,
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within
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FRENCH CLERGY PUT UP
MONEY FOR MEXICAN BANK

o'clock
slowly revived At
tonight lr. Btmpaon said Ii'' felt he,
was in Po Immediate danger.

mints and

H

-

DESPONDENT;

RICH

Ifexico City, Aug 10. Capita for
the proposed rediscount bank, it is
reported in financial circles, will be
supplied first by the French clergy
The statement was made today that a
remittance of fifty million francs as
I subscription to the capital stock of
the institution would he made before
tober t. The subscription of the
.',0.(1011. muí francs bv the French clem
together with the S, 000, 006 which, it
has been stated, will be made by the
chartered bank of Mexico win give
the rediscount bank a capital of
with
000. 000 Instead of $10,000.000
which It was proposed to begin the
stitiition. Owing to the hostile attl-wit- h
tuda ol the French government it la
said the French clergy had decided to
withdraw as quickly as possible all
tin ir Investments Ih Prance and t"
Place a large portion of them In Mex

W0MAN:

SWALLOWS STRYCHNINE
Millionaire,
Wife or Philadelphia
Victim or wiiiic I'laguc Ends
i

vi--

ti

in

i

in Denver,

1.

Denver, Aug. 20. Mrs. N. Snell. n- burg, wife of Si. Snelleiiburg, the mil-- 1
lionalrc department store proprietor of
Philadelphia, committed suicide on
Tuesday last at the (lake home In this;
Ity by itlng strw hnlne tablets which
had been prescribed for her as modi- Mrs Snellenburg was afflicted
conanmptloB and it is believed
this affliction produced melancholia,
The fact of her suicide did not lie- The Snel-- ,
com. public until tonight
leiiburgs were residents of Wilming
ton, li.lawiie. (inly recently Mr. ico.
Sn llenburg had brought the tliiv.
children to Denver to visit their moth.IFE INSURANCE MEN
er and the children are still in this
CHOOSE THEIR OFFICERS
city.
Mr. Snellenburg had started back
to Philadelphia but a telegram reach-eLos Angeles, Cal., Aug. 10. Officers
him en route and hi1 Is now re- Of the National Association
of Life
or
lb
take chars
turning to Denver
today.
Underwriters were elected
the remains of tlti wife
Charti Jerome Edwards or New
oresident; John
York w 's
Loa
Angeles.
of
W Wlh tlngton
DROPS
KANSAS BANKER
lea
Mr t
president. Among the
DEAD NEAR IRINIDAD other lean elected were; William A
U'aite. lettolt, secretary,
d

I

Colo., Aug. 10. P. C
Trinidad.
Ayres, aged $f. president of the First
National Bank of Coffeyvllle, Kansas,
dropped dead this afternoon at Stonewall, a summer resort forty miles
west of here, when lie was spending
his vacation with a number of friends
A party of eight was fishing ami had
walked about right miles from (tie ho-

Wi

bin

M

I

o

was

I'ltt-'hur-

choaen llrd vice president, lint with-i- t
Is customary to have a
drew a
representative among the
'a nail
i

off leers

lile, Ky., was selected as the
holding the nexxt convention
OS
to be determined by Ihe

Lettl

place
at a

t

committee.

executi

tel.
! ROADS SHOW
The exertion tttid the effect of the TEXA
high altitude is guppflaad to have
DECREASED EARNING
brought on the attack of heart failtinnoAyres1
bank that
ure. It was
llliorilos I, inn Bookkeeping
torious Da It on band of outlaws had Slate
llalty Responsible for Poor
Is
robbed before the battle, which reallowing.
sulted In their being wiped out by
Ayre was shot In the Jaw
citizens
during Bo tight. Ayres' body will p
Austli. Texas. Aug. 20. Tinsent to Coffeyvllle tomorrow.
today
gave out a
e minlsslon
statfnv ut showing the earning and
HUNTER PAINFULLY HURT
operaf ig expenses of the Texas railroads or the fiscal year ending June
IN SHOTGUN ACCIDENT 30, in l, as compared with the previ
Tin- statement shows
011s fls il vear.
Jsm.k:u;,c
earnings to
Murrnv (.iiwiu. Struck b Sim) Shot. the gi
which Is ,1 decrease of H.iHS.,ií 01
Will l.o-- c sight of One Kyi'.
Mxl er cent from the fisial year.
The c, mmlsstori attributes It, cm. 127
As a result of being accidentally O this decrease to changed methods
oper
rhot In ttM eye by a stray shot from of bookkeeping by the railroad-a shot gun. Murray Cuynn, a well ating expense,, decreased during the
known young man, will likely lose present year, $2..13H,ü;h, or 3. 3(1 per
the sight of one eye. The shot which cent,
1

.

Cleaning and
Pressing

is

iness.

bus-

again, and would

like

We

are now

in

business

to demonstrate to our old friends,

and their friends, that we have lost none of our skill. Our
equipment is better than ever, and we promise to please.

New Mexico Cleaning

and Pressing Works
J. A. GARDNER, Prop.

31

9 West Gold. Phone

1 1

43

Column 7.)

attend the opening and his prospecHe
tive attitude in the campaign.
said:
"I don't know what action the state
committee took, except as I have been
advised by the newspapers. I aee by
the morning papers that Chairman
Williams says he mailed me an Invhave not
itation last Saturday but
received It. All I know, therefore, is,
according to the newspapers, I do not
appear to be either needed or wanted
at Youngstown except to sit on the
platform and listen to the speeches
that are delivered by the orators
chosen for that occasion. I would of
course be glad t hear these speeches,
but 1 can read them In the newspapers.
"The fact that I dO not care to make
any speechM under the circumstances,
under the auspices of the state committee, will not necessarily Interfere
with my making speeches under other
suspices. I And on my desk today a
number of Invitations to speak, some
from Ohio and some from other localities.
"If I should see fit to accept any of
these, while I would certainly try to
speak In such a way as to help the re-- J
publican cause, 1 yet (eel that I shall
be at liberty to express my own views
on important questions about which
there probably will he more or less
discussion during the progress of the
campaign."

Mumlng leerasl BgSulsl
New York. Aug. 20

Wlrr

Hi

Contrary to
expectations no announcement was
made tOOight by Frank H. Hitchcock,
chairman of the republican national
Committee, as tO the sentiment developed at the oyster Bay conference
for or against the renomlnatlon of
Governor Hagftes. Mr. Hitchcock and
James S Sherman, republican cainll-dat- e
for vice president, returned to
New Vork on the yacht of C.eorge J.
Smith, treasurer of the New York
state committee. In thf same manner
as they were taken to Oyster Bay in
the forenoon.
Not only did Mr. Hitchcock fall to
give out any statement hut he went
to his apartments at the Manhattan
hotel without seeing any newspaper
men In spite of the fact that he Indicated at Oyster Bay that in- niiüht
have something to say about politics
alter the Conference with the president.
Shortly before in o'clock tonight the
statement was made by J. T Williams,
Jr., the chairman's secretary, that Mr.
Hitchcock and Mr. Sherman had returned to tin- hotel some time before
and that they had both retired, lie
mid thai the return trip had been
made on Mr. Smith's yacht and that
the party had stopped at Bye Beach
to attend a clum bake given by a local republican club.
Mr Williams said further that Mr.
Hitchcock had no statement to make
In regard to the Hughes matter or trie,
business considered at the conference.
It was said, however, that the return
trip on the yacht had been in ado slowly In order that Mr. Hitchcock and Mr.
Sherman could confer in regard to the
campaign work and that Mr. .Sherman
would remain In the city over night
and visit national headquarters tomor
-
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SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
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Manufacturers of sash. Doors, Moulding, etc.
1,1 .lis IN
LUMBER, LATH AND SHINGLES.
WHOLE S.M.K GLASS.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Under the Viaduct.

Grocery Co.
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s

Eat.
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row.
It wan stated here tonight that thi
sentiment voiced at the gathering w is
favorable to the renomlnatlon of Gov
ernor Hughes.
The movement of certain State republican leaders to defeat (Jovernor
Hughes for a renomlnatlon can not be
It was said, unless some
Successful
force such as President Roosevelt.
Chairman Hitchcock and Mr. Taft 01
Mr. Sherman should get behind
is likely that It will be the policy
headquarters not to
at republican
make a statement concerning the state
political situation
unless whatever
program agreed upon by the national
l. adi'rs appears! to be In danger at Bit)
time of being OVel turned.
In ev.ry statement made thus fat
bv Mr. Hitchcock there has been at
tached the condition that in the settlement of state disputes the Interest!
or the national ticket must be preserved. With tlil!' string tied to hu
promise not to interfere he could with
consistency take a hand If he believed
by state
action was contemplated
leaders or by B state convention to
the detriment of the chances of Tall
and Sherman.
Before entering the conference today Mr. Hitchcock said that he had
never known a more perplexing problem ttUUI the Hughes matter but that
it was one that lie was not compelled
to work out
He said, however, that he wanted to
secure full Information concerning every phase of the .situation.
t

Uoit-Dlga-

MILITIAMAN KLKI JtSjJjr A 1 , S
TO SECURE BONDSMEN
Kankakee, III.. Aug. 10. Negotiations for a bond of $10,000 for the release of Private Joseph I'. Klein of
the Illinois National Guard, charged
with killing Earl Nelson here last Saturday, were unsuccessful tonight and
Klein was left under the protection of
the military escort which brought
him here at noon today. Arrangements
have been made for Klein's surrender
to the civil authoritles'hnd his Immediate release on bond pending the convening of the next term of Ihe circuit
court, but a satisfactory bondsman
could not be secured. A further effort will be made tomorrow.
1

In

York,

Aug.

It

20.

DBQMM

B

light

The Way

Swiss Cheese
Sap Sago Cheese
Limburger Cheese

Imported

our lumber

injured. Some of the whites declared
tin y would not work unleNs the negroes quit. This th.'t latter refused
to do and n quarrel ensued between
Hugh Brady, white, and Louis Hawkins, colored. The negro drew a knife
anil stabbed itradv In the neck and
arm, whereupon the fighting became
general. Bricks and clubs were used
freely. Tlie trouble attracted the attention of white and negro laborers
employed a short distance away by
'the Lehigh Valley Transportation
company and they ran to the scene
and took Bides with the combatants.
Two patrol trago Its full of policemen,
were rushed to the docks.
Hawkins was arrested.

at em

pruce dimension on haad.
Why not buy the best whsa it
shsep as ths o'her kinds.

UMBER Rio Grande

CLING STONES
lb. box
$1.35

Phone

Strawberry
Apples

t

Is

v

Lumber Co

Corner td and MarqatU

BUILDERS'

The finest eating or cooking apples.
$2.00
45 lb. box
5c a pound.

HARDWARE

SWEET CORN
CALIFORNIA LETTUCE
SWEET POTATOES

DON'T

FORGET
BAKERY.

T

OUR

you want any special
cake for Sunday tell
us today.

If

HERE is only one way to get
good hardware in your house,
and that is to select it yourself.
If you leave it to your contract
or, you need not be surprised
if it is not of the best.
The

best costs a little more, but
looks a thousand times better.
When you let the contract for
your house, reserve the right
to select your own hardware,
THEN

AND

The Jaffa Grocery Co.
8ood Things to IDsl.
Filled Ham 17 as
Received.

INTERVIEW

US.

MX (fed

Wagner Hardware Co
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Try a Morning Journal Wantii

H ouseho Id N

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

ecessities

APPLE CORERS
FRUIT JARS
APPLE PARERS
FRUIT JAR CAPS
FRUIT PRESSES
RUBBER RINGS
Brass and Enameled PRESERVING KETTLES in all sizes

RAABE & MAUGER
Harness We Make

IN

SHOP and Fully

Decripition

GUARANTEE

ALL
SADDLERY

SUPPLIES

Our Prices are "as
Low as the Lowest"
J. KORBER & CO. 2 14 N. 2nd St.

ALLEGED BURGLAR
Denver, Aug. 20. Oeorge Zelgler of
Colorado City, who shot and killed a
man In his room here last week, claim.
Ing that he was a burglar, will be held
for trial In an Information charging
murder, which Will he filed by the district attorney tomorrow.
The verdict of the coroner's Jury.
rendered today, was to the effect that

City, Aug. 20. It Is anMexico
nounced that the Mexican government
Is to spend millions of dollars on port
work on the I'acllic coast side of the
republic. The most important work
will be done on ihe port of Mnziitlan.
where It Is Intended to spend many
millions In making the shipping f.cil-llleI,
1....,' ' it.
. .O.
....
In
I.iII
III
IV .11'
of the first order. The works will killing was felonious.
approach In Importance those situated
nt Salina Cruz, the Pacific tcmlnul of
Seventy-sPerMi In Mine.
the Tehuantepec National railroad.
Wlgan, Aug. 20. It Is now known
that aevenly-sl- x
miners perished In
Alleged Thief I ape
exploslop ntul tire that followed It
Portland, ore.. Aug. 20. Ernest the
Finding that
In the Mnnpole mine.
Delbler, chauffeur and former cavalry- It would be Impossible
recover the
to
man, wanted In Chicago on a charge of bodies still In tin pit,
fire having
stealing an automobile, was taken into taken such a (Inn hold,thethe directors
custody here today. Delhier, who was tonight decided to seal the mine.
arrested some time ago at Chehslls,
Washington, escaped from Chicago deHad Predicted (ir'alucss.
tectives by leaving from a Northern
'How do you like running a stn
Pacific train near Hosteman, Montana.
car?
"It ftln't so bad," replied the boy
"
American Tourist n Kuk'ldr.
graduate. "However
Bournemouth. Kng., Aug. 20 John
Yea."
P. Held, said to be n wealthy Amer"I don't think much of our class
ican, was found dead in his apartment
prophet." Kiii city Journal.
here todav. lie hud shot himself with
a revolver which was found at his
The I lii; her I, He.
side. An Inquest wns held, the ver
"Why don't you go to work Instead
il!. I of which wn
"self destruction of begging and booting?"
during temporary Insanity."
"I will, boss, as soon as there's an
Mr. Held came over to Rnglsnd In opi nln' In my trade. An' I ain't got
lay last. Nothing hue been found us long to wait now, nutlier."
yet In estahlUh his Identity
A bank
"What 1.4 your trade?"
deposit receipt for ti, 900 Is among
"I'm a track walker for r eropiane
lln.-s- .
"Philadelphia Dullolln.
his effects.

VEHICLES
OF
EVERY

OUR

-

MEXICO TO SPEND VAST
SUM IN HARBOR WORKS

manufactured

own mills, from the pick of ths beat
body of ilmbnr la th southwest, ae
cording to the report of the govere
merit's experts. A large stock of lr

Preserving
Peaches
20

Is

It's Done

be-

known tonight thai Jewels valued at
more than I8V.O00 have been stolen
frmn a secret treasure room In the
mansion of Commodore Frederick
lioiirne at Oakdale, i,. I. The treasure room was built when the mansion
was
was erected and Its existence
known only to the family. The Jewels were those worn by Commodore
liouriie's daughters, the Misses Marion. Marjorle and Florence, at brilliant
society functions. Following the departure of the family for a vacation
workmen were employed to make repairs on the house and the detectives
bellev that in this wuy the- treasure
was discovered.
HELD FOR KILLING
1

RETAIL LUMBER.

aaaaaeae aaaaaa

Cervalat Sausage
Salami Sausage

tween white and black dock laborers
TREASURE ROOM LOOTED
employed on the Waatarn Transit
OF GEMS WORTH $60,000 company's docks today five men were
.New

AND

Smoked Ring Sausage
Smoked Weiner Sausage

CHICAGO STEVEDORES
IN LIVELY RACE CLASH
20.

WHOLESALE

Glass, Cement, Wall Papür and Rex Flintkote Roofing.
AlbuoueruuR. New Mexu;
North First Street.

SPRING-

(Continued from Voire 1: Column 1)
In
bound to follow Its presentation
court. I will stand sponsor for that
Statement."
The Indictments returned against
ltaynor are as follows:
"One charging murder for participation In the lynching of William
one charging malicious mischief for the destruction of property
belonging to Harry Loper to the value
of f20,000 one charging malicious
mischief by the injury and defacing
of a building owned b P. VV. Hurts
to the extent of $2.00. one under the
riot act for the destruction of the Loper restaurant; one under the riot act
for the defacing of the llarls property and one plain case of riot and
failure to disperse at the command of
the sheriff.
The firsi five Indictments charge
penal OffensOs '.vith penalties upon
conviction ranging from one year to
life Imprisonment. The sixth is punishable by B Baa and Imprisonment In
the county jail.
The Howard woman Is charged With
participation In the looting of the Loper restaurant and also with aiding
the wrecking of the building. She
ball, bul
was at liberty on $4.oii(j
Judge Creightor issued n bench war
rant for her and set the new bonds
at $1(1,000.

Chicago, Aug.

Albuquerque Lumber Co

JUST IN
FRESH

RACE HATRED
FIELD SMOLDERS
IN

I

For several years we held and pleased the most

particular trade of the city.

I

s

not an experiment with us. It is not even a new

1:

,

21, 1908.

1

Hitchcock, Back From Oyster
Bay, Declines to Talk of His
Conference With Piesident.

M.rnlnii

111.

from Tagc

to

eye-bro-

Ad-diess- ing

FRIDAY, AUGUST

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

,

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

-- i

DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.

REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14. 1901.

Iamiiih

nnd Dlwiiunia

. . .

$1,635,118.67
89.836.ZZ
308,000.00
.,
929,433.69
. .

IIoihIs, securities nnd real estate

Government Honda
Cash on hand and In bunks

'ali

rosourres

total

. . .

-

Capital
Surplus and rroflta

tlnulatlon

itu

,

,

$ 200,000.00
62,591.91

200,000.00
2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69
$2,962,388.58

total

$2,962,381.11

m
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

OI' THE TEAMS.
Wun. Lost. PC.
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New York
Chicago .
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81
57
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Philadelphia
Cincinnati
St. Louis
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.".75
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.04

81
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.3K.V
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Brooklyn
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1
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New York

Western League.
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Sioux City
Lincoln
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Pueblo
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Des Moines

41
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D

K

JOHN IIECKEH.

the Sioux guessing
Moines WOtt

today

and

Des

KENT

Co-

CRUISER SAVES
VICTIMS FROM CABRERA

:

Chicago 10: Boston 2.
Aug. 20. The locals put
Ferguson off the rubber alter one out
in the second inning
and pounded
the Ram"
Chanele hard throughout
end defeated Boston 10 to 2.
It. If. F
Keorr
1 x
i o k.
I
Chicago
2."o ooi

San Francisco, Cal.. Aug. 20. S ,. F.
Pellas, who returned to this city on tlu
steamship San Juan after a visit ol
several months In Guatemala, say
that tin- presence of the Italian cruiser
Pugllu in Guatemalan ports has had
2
I
010 000 010
Huston
the effect of Inducing
President
and Kllng;
flatteries: Plei.-to- r
Cabrera to release three Italian prisChúpele and Graham.
oners who were about to be hanged.
They were the three Tinetti brothers,
who hud been arrested on suspicion
New York 2: Cincinnati 0.
rinclnnatl, Aug. 20. All the Cin- Of having taken part in an attempt to
the president
several
cinnati's outh.lt N'ew York two to on naca incite
today, hut rere Unable to score, po ir months ago.
base running and the Rood pitching of
Conservation Policy hi Canada.
Mathewson With men on basis pre- Venting tallies.
Winnipeg, Aug. 20. The Dominion
R. H. K government has decided to dam all Of
Score
.oM ono 800 0 s i the streams running down the entire
Cincinnati
New York ....000 100 001 2 I 3 eastern slope of the Rooky mountains
Batteries: Conk ley and McLean: in Canada with a vi w of conserving
Mathewson and Byeanahan.
the supply and preventing an annual
waste of water by floods In the spring
Brooklyn ; Pittsburg I.
1
Pittsburg, Aug. 20. Pittsburg's inSlriki rs to Bo I A icted.
ability to hit M intyre today and the
Montreah Quebec, Aug. 20. orders
heavy hitting by the Visitors save wore
Issued from the Canadian Pacific
of
game
Bthe
Brooklyn thé i el und
today lor the vacation within
Offices
orles today.
days of nil houses owned by
U. H. K. thiity
Scon
the company and occupied by striking
4
IMttsburR . ...000 001 0001
employes.
The company owns many
Brooklyn . . 200 002 200 6 I 5 0
hoMSOS both in Montreal and
of
these
btoyttW
Leitleld
Caninltx.
Batteries:
at other points where they maintain
and Gibson; Mclntyre and Bergen.
shops-- .
1

!

Fer-fuso- n,

.

.

Philadelphia I; Chicago I.
Philadelphia, Aug. 20 Philadelphia today won the third straight
gante from Chicago by knocking White
off the rubber In live Innings.
It.

Score

He

iHBaaHnaanma

1

direct to the park without change,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Thi' Browns' lineup for Bunting's
Chambers,
game will be u.s follows:
PHYSICIANS AND SIKt.l ONS.
pitcher;
Orahain
catcher: Safford,
(captain), tlrst buse; Kunz, second H. L. HI'ST
Physician and P'fgeon
Weaver,
base: Webster, shortstop;
third base; Dleckerson. left Held; Hale, Booms 6 and 8. N T. Armljo bulld- Ing.
Albuquerque. N. M.
center Held; Allen, right Bold,
DBS. SHADRACH

&

TULL

SCALPS

)

Racing
Grand
Circuit
a
Poughkeepsie Is Likely to
Prove Losing Venture foi
Promoters,

5.

lf

5.

e.

HIv Mornlnc Jm.rnnl

Special

LmmS H'lie.l

Y., Aur. it.
Poughkeépsle,
N
The three races that mnde up today's
program in the Grand Circuit meet-iii.at the Hudson river driving par!,
vi ré won In straight heals. The gato
receipts of the meeting have thus lar
bien only a little behind those of list
war. There being no betting the a ly- location loses (,900, whkh han
lo uro been paid for the pool elli'ig
i: vihge. This amount will n ll he
ñadí up in the receipts.
Til ornw". mare Aloeste, whic.i was
ink n
after winning two heat) in
the 2 2S trot yesterday. Cled today of
ni'laminatlon of the boWflS, The h irs'
which was Ave years old and valued
.,

was

at $10,000,

owned

Slue

by

brougb brother of Voungstown. Ohio,
and, was in the string' of Edward
who
drove her yesterdiii
Goers.
Alccste was by Jay Bird and had a
She won Seccnd
marl: of 2;i'7
money In the M. ami M. slake at the"
isValan ui
trolt, and wea hor race
zoo, and Buffalo.
Shiiiiikim;
The OuebiSs 2:1 pace. Mr.
five, purse $ ,500
tin
Jerry
4;
2
straight heats In
i

--

2:05.
D, Charley Hal. Dr. Bulim y,
Fr.
Barop Wiiip, Jim Haley and Willie
Walters also started.
2:04 lago. 2 in I, purse f 1,000:

lf

fur-ling-

3.

1

5,

i

I

i

.

Melse.

ir
H

"
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Washington -- :
Washington. D. C., Aug. 20. The
fixtures of today's Washinglnn-S- .
Lulls game were the pitching of
Keely, shut out the visitors, and the
hatting of Shlpke, whose triple an!
double scored both Of the locals' run"
2

7

0

St. Louis

0

:

2

Olx
noil 000 000

t hm kuonomist
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of Integrity.

New
Arrivals

IP
HIP
U
U 11 .

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY OGODS HOUSE

A beautiful and bewildering line of all that is
In
new and
Ladles' Neckwear.

SHY GOODS, MILLINERY AND WOMAN'S

RKAIeY-TO-WEA-

PHONE ORDEKtt ItLLJED PROMPTLT,

GARMENTS!
MAIL ORIJEItS KILLED
R

The Dlrectolrs Belt, the
lad st in the belt line.
Beltings 1n all the new
weaves and designs.

EXtTLCMIVsa.I.
PROIWTLT.

for

I

Mdse

of

Iwtrr''

g

HB

THIRD WEEK

Third Week of THE ECONOMIST'S AUGUST DAILY WINDOW DISPLAY SALES. The values obtainable in these great summer clearance sales are impossible and unheard of at
any other season, and the buying public well knowing the fact, readily accepts the valuable benefits the occasion presents. The sharp bargain pricing is a simple business necessity and not a burden to the store, because the great bulk of summer stock has been sold in a regular way at a regular fair margin of profit. For this third week many lots of seasonable merchandise will be put forward for final clearance at still greater reductions than ever. DO NOT FORGET THAT THE BEST BARGAINS ARE THE FIRST TO GO.

It. Hi E

Score

Washington ...001 000

fmmmimmmmmmimi thsjwumisii

buonomimi

New
Arrivals

K.

Boston 5: Cleveland I.
Boston. Aug. 20. Boston made 1t
Hires Ktnilght from Cleveland by winning today 5 to 4.
R. B. E
Score
200 002 lux 5 It 2
Boston
'
.Ill t 000 002 -- 4
I'lui laud
Batteries: Areilanes and Crig r:
Joss, Foster ami N. Clarke.

the

;

000 010 0001 .1
Chicago
Philadelphia ..003 021 OOx 6 I
Batteries; White, Owen anil Sulli
van; Show, Bender and Bchfóck.

Keely and Street; Dalle)'

Batteries:
und Smith.

Final clearance of nil Silk Coats.
All our women's odd Silk Costs, In
Pongees. Taffetas and Pean de Hole
at swill going prices. Loose, graceful coats. tlitei iuai'ter or seven-eight-

h

lengths. many different
styles, some plainly tailored, with
notched collars, othois eollarless,
and trim mod with braid, sml-llt-te-

.

Lot.
I, worth
I, worth
;t. worlh
4. worth
C, worth

Pueblo I.
Llueohl
Aug. 20. Lincoln won the
firrt game of the series from PtteblO
with a rully In the ninth.
ll H. at
Score
0
10
022 000 1102
ljneoln
4
3
000
000
040
Puehl
:

up
up
up
up
up

0.00, at
to
to 111.60, at...
to 121,50, Bt..
to 117.50, at...
to 4i' 00. at

Show Windows

Special
$ 800
.

.$10.00
.S12..V
.I1S.O0
I22.IV0

(lut-

Final reductloiiH on woman's and
Most
apparel
tall il
price cuttings have been made to
affect a rnplil and absolute clear-nne- e
of all women's and misses'
summer apparel. There I not a
garment In our read to wear department that has been overlooked; everything Is offered at greatly reduced prlees.

Misses'
SI

Watch Our

d

Pueblo.

Eien HfMk

Final clearance of all Silk Petticoats, mude of an excellent
quality Taffeta silk, with deep
Bounces, others with pccordlan
pleated BUM, In $ large and
varied assortment of múdala ami
colors to select from. We have
reserve, none of oar large stock
of Silk Petticoats but they all
go on sale at prices cut to the
notch to move them quickly, Divided Into lots fur easy choosing

or loose.

WESTERN LEAH E.

Batteries: Jones anil Zitiran:
erano und Smith.

Silk Petticoat Sale

SILK COATS

New York I: Del roll 3.
In
striken
N. w York. Aug. 20
ninth Inning rally today. New York,
using four substitute batters, two of
whom hit safely, scored twice Slid won
again from Betroll by u score of 4
to 3.
11. H. E.
Score
4
inn ooii 200 J
Detroit
H
4
4
lililí 002 002
New York
Batteries: Wlntei and Slimilt;
Manning and Blair.
.

AFTER

j

secretary.

LEAGUE,

AMERICA K

.

TOWN

TO

WM. M. BERGER,

Barcia
rns to Simla Fe,
Practice Limited
Kye, Ear, Nose and Throat
The BurelHs Crays will Journey to
Santa Fe Sunday and attempt to Wipe Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe Coast
-.
Empire tlty
Lines. Ofllce Stale National Bank
the earth with the Ancient City hall
tu 12 a. m.; 1:30
Balltling. Hours:
list
umpire fclty, !, Y, Aug. 20.
team. The two teams have played
to 5 p. m.
race, mile
and sixteenth Cowan,
seven or eight games already this seawon;
lioh onda,
Ncbussa. .second;
son and have ahout broken even This
FAST BASEBALL AT
third. Time 1:45
HOMEOPATHS.
time, however, the Barcias lads defurSecond race, live and one-haclare they are going to win in a walk. URá.
TRACTION
SUNDAY
PARK
BRON80N & BBONSON
longs Mascarada, won: The Pippin,
A special round trip raie of lour dolHomeopathic
second; Krlkina, third. Time 1:06
lars and tlfteen cents has been grantPhysicians and Surgeons.
Third race, fix furlongs Nimbe-won- ; Boys
Albuquerque
Pe
to
Sarita
snd
from
ed
from Cut Off Town
Over Vaon'f Drug Store. Phones: OfKosC ben. second; Kiullo, thrid.
return for the accommodation of the
fice 628; residence, 1059. Alhuiuer-quTime 1:12
desirfans.
players
I'ersons
hall
and
Play Browns for All There ls
s
V M.
Fourth race, live up one-haing to take advantage of this rale are
Footpad. won. Dick R" U l
in It; Bátelas Grays Go to! requested
to hand their names to
DENTISTS.
second; Torbellino, third. Time 1:08
Manager Dun Padilla as soon as posFe.
Santa
sible.
IJB. J. E KRAFT
Fifth race, mile (ii ddi Peal, won
Dental Surgron.
Master Robert, second PS cada, third
Plume
Rorms
Barnett building.
Cununlsiaon
Work.
fisheries
ai
a
rod
Settle
hot
;40.
of baseball between
Time
by mall.
Appointments
made
744.
Aug.
20.
Belllnghani.
David
Starr
Sixth race, mile and sixteenth Col- tin AlbUqUerque Browns and the Be- .Ionian, president of Stanford univeronel White, won: Lord Stanhope, sec- lea Grays Is
Sunday a:- -'
'HAS. A. KLLER
heduled
for
sity, Prof. Prlncein. Canada's fish exond; Itockstoue. third. Time 1:47
Dentist.
term. on at Traction park, commenc- pert, and T. Bastado of Ottawa, memRoom 14 N. T. Atir.ijo IJIdg.
ing at ;i o'clock, The Belen hoys chal- bers of tli" International Fisheries
PREPARATIONS FOR BAR
and 1025. Alt uquei iiue,
lenged the loepls over (he long dis- Comlmsslon, arrived here today and Phones 869 New
Mexico.
ASSOCIATION MEETING tance telephone yesterday and the are visiting the scene of actual fishEngagements Made by Mall
dispute between Canada and the
eries
challenge was accepted
Thi gamo United
States on the (iulf of Georgia,
Seattle, Aug. 20. A preliminary should i" unuMimlty Interesting as Be- Puget Sound and San Juan straits. C. E K ELSE Y
;:i"h hB been hold- Several days will be spent In observalen has a loam
Dent let
Conference of lawyers present in
commission on uniform laws ing its ow n with othi l ull teams in tions taken In local waters, when hear- Offloa:
whiting Bidg.. over Vann'j
this vicinity, and the I rowns have a ings will be held at Seattle, beginning
which procedes the inciting lure next'
Drug More. Albuquernuv, N. M.
faster bunch now than they have had August 25.
Wtek of the American Mar association at any time this Season
was held today an
was utP ndod bp
The Bolenites have heen strengthenAssAvi:its.
;roniinent attorneys from the easti ln ing their tejim for some time and sev
V. .) ENKS
I
I
CSatutt,
M.
A.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
new
appear
of
Providence,
in
eluding
eral
laee: will
Belén
Asayer.
ft. t., president
of the commission uniform ii Sunday, Bert Graham, who
Mining ami Metallurgical Engineer
whten will draft s code, assisted by bus consented
to act as temporary
6ufl West Fruit uVrnUe, Postofflce Bol
ATTORNEYS.
IP, Wllllrton, pf captain of the Browns, spent the afProfessor Samuel
17H, or at office of F. II. Keel.
Usrvard, covering bills of lading. ternoon at Traction park vest d iv
W. WILSON
113 Souih Third street.
StJbtA
tartWcates and ur:iuishlpS. and bKe4 the .lob of getting the hill JOHN
Attorney at Law
The conference today win ai$0plet r grounds into itrst class condition. The
CIVIL HN3IXKKRH.
preliminary repov! to be made to the grass In the outlli Id has been CUl and Collections Made. New State National
M.
Bldg..
N.
Albuquerque,
Bank
the holes tilled In With sand end the
coin mission tomorrow.
PITT ROSS- judge Jacob M. Dlcckinson, pesl- - Infield has been rolled and lixed up
Counly Survcyur.
Attorney before i'. 8 Land Dépsru
dent of the American Bar association, In Kucb a way that fast ball can he R. VP, D. B L VAN
Attorney at Iiw
mcnt. Lund Scrip for sale, c 1
and Judge Alton Brooks Parker, of played. The work of raising tbe grade
New York, were among tin prominent of the street car track will he comengineering. ColJ avenue, Opposl e
Office la First National Bank building
Morning Journal ufflee.
lawyeis hero.
pleted by Sunday anil ears will be run
Albuquerque, N. M,
I

Chicago,

COMI

BELEN

Lc-ull-

In-

;;

I

and Buron
Black Lock, John
Gratan also started.
ptUM $1,000: Mar2:09 trot, 2 In
garet O won in straight heats In
2:07
and 2:07.
Locust Jack, Del Coronada. Sterling
McKiuney, Daniel, Claty, Lathi and
Chimes Bells also started.

OF

GAMBLING

--

Raymond and Ludwig; ITALIAN
t'orridon and Doolti.

McQulllen,

.' n

MEETING

TROTTING

At Kansas City First game: Kansas City 3; Louisville 2. S 'coml game:
Kansas City 7; Louisville 3.

.l

struight heat'

II dgewa y Boy won in

0002

St. louls I; Philaih pl'iu II.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee 1;
SI
Louis. Aug. 20.
Pail fiel iir;
and the Rood pit. inns of Raymond dianapolis. 2.
St. Paul St. Paul ft; To. do
won for the locals today.
At Minneapolis Minneapolis 7;
11. II. K.
Scor.
lumbus 5.
102 000 Iflx 4
Bt. Louis
t
.ooo 004 000 o 5 I
Philadelphia

Batteries:

D

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President.

Score- - H. H. E.
.600, Des Molina ...MOO 012 000 3 10 0
.:,r,-4
2
Sioux City ....001 010
Mi Batteries: oi.nst'ad unci KcCklnger;
.5 LI McKay ami Henry.
.138
.350
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,

1

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

f

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

LEAGI tfc

NATIONAL

THIRTY-ON-

j

p.c

Lout.

69

Cut-Of-

The Snnln Ce Hallway Company has here the largest terminal yards on Its system rrom Chicago to California which with an elegant Harvey Eating House, a commodious depot, mail and expresa ofllce; roundhouse
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate 4,1)86 ears. The lots offered lor sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade t reels, etc
THE "HICES OE LOTS A HE LOW; TEKMS EASY,
CASH; BALANCE ON ROTH AND MORTGAGE FHOM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT. WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN

iii

Washington

IS

ONE-THIR-

Won. Lost. r.c.
.607
42
65
2
.574
46
4S
61
.560
50
59
53
.49..
52
56
.486
53
;:.
.400
43
35
.327

Located on the Belen

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

American League,
Detroit
si. Louis
Cleveland
Chicago
Philadelphia

3

21, 1908.

MILES SOIT1I OK ALIHQI.KHQIE, NEW MEXICO, ON THE MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA EE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST FHOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AND GALVESTON
TO SAN I'ltANClSCO AND OLD MEXICO.
THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN T0WNSITE 1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
Below, Now Mexico, lies in the valley of the Itio Grande. It luis fine shade trees and a beautiful lake. School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store
of all classes. Patent Holler Mills, a Winery, the
tw II del Helen, with all modem improvements; restaurant. Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc. etc, etc.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
ALL FAST
BKLBN

National
Pitt-hnrj-

MORNING JOURNAL. FRIDAY, AUGUST

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

LEAGUE

BASEBALL
STANDING

ai RHOiiEROUE

Heiner.

Denver, CWo Aug. 20 Denver and
Omaha divided honors In a double-- 1
he ..le, hen- today.

B H. R
Flint game
2'
000 001 1002 :
l,.nVer
M 00 0004 11 S
Omaha
.nliisky:
Batteries: Corbett and
I thou leu and Ibrand.
B. H. E.
Hcrond game
7
3'
OOx
Denver
Ill 001
000 010 0025 1Í 3
Omaha
Bohannon ami McDon-ough- ;
Batteries:
Hollenbeek and (binding.

Friday Special

Special

Lot.

worth
worth
3
worth
4. worth
f, worth

1,

Wash Dresses
Wash Suits
Dainty dresses, handsomely trimmed, Jacket Suits very
dressy. Just the thing for every day wear. Many different styles to select from. Many of these dresses and
$3.19
suits sold as high as $12.50. SPECIAL
--

up
up
up
up
up

to $ fi .00 at. .3.15
tu t 8. SO, at.
to $12.50, at...VH
to Ii:, mi. ut..f7.DH
tu f 20,00, at. .$.MH

,l.M

Final reduction on all Millinery.
All our finest Imported Puttern
Hats, all our original styles, all
our ready to wear hats, all
trimmed hats of every description, all untrlmtned shapes, ornaments, etc., and everything
pertaining to Millinery, must
move at lens than Half Price.

HjpT

,

lbs Molars

:I: M'iu

Des Moines, Aug.

Í.

UHj

tilmsteud had

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS21
ma
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(Week Klidlug
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t
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

THE

SKINNER'S

WOODPECKERS SPOKAh E DELEGATE SIX

ARE EATING UP

GROCERY

JOURMt, FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1908.

MORNWfi

HAS RIGHT

Of

1HE POLES

CHILDREN

HELP WANTED

Wl

Busy Drillers Cause Big LossiJUDGE HAPPY IS COMING
to Telegraph and Telephone: WITH BUNCH OF BOOSTERS

the CLEANEST STORE
in the city at

205

STREET

and desire to see all our
old and as many new customers as possible.

Birds ni'' destroying .hi' telephone
anil telegraph palea in (he Moth and
esathwest, particularly m Texas, Arizona and "alifnrnia. In sdhii rilapUB
fifty paf rent nf all the poles along
r- w
have bean riddled by
the r i
these Innocent offenders, which be lona
tu th woodpecker family,
one ni' the Western Union officiate.
who has recently returned from an in-- i

Judge Cyrus Happy, of Spokane,
Wash., vice president of the Sixteenth
National Irrigation congress, will represent tne stale 01 Washington at the
meeting of in igationists in Albuouer-pic- .
to October 3. when
September
Spokane will he a candidate for the
There win he sevconvention in i
eral other speakers from the Spokane
valley to present the claims of that
part of the country and they will hci
supported by experts and fruit grow- ers from the Yakima and Wonatcheel
valeys. Procees, Clarkston and other!
irrigation centers In the Spokane country, where the science is practiced and
has produced results of a character
not dreami'l of by the promoters. It
is the intention of the Spokane chamber of commerce to send a strong dele,
gallon, a band and a large exhibit of
fruits, which wll he distributed among
the delegates and the people of Albuquerque, The party will travel In Special cars.

i

;

J. A. Skinner

!

:.

spcetioll through (111' West, reporten
having seen twenty-livtelephone
poles with two or three hund'red holes
drilled olear through then, some of
the holes w.re three or four luchos
in diameter.
An officer of the Illinois Central
railroad counted the white eedar telephone polis along the
near Covington. Tenn., which had twi n
affected by woodpeckers, ami found
that out of 26x poles, 110, or 41 par
cent, had basa bon d.
In some eases destruction Of the
pole takes only a few months and
condition makes it dangerous for a lineman to climb the stick.
'I'lie real Object of the birds in drill-in-- ;
(he holes is uncertain. One telephone man said (hat the humming of VAN DEC RIFT WRITING
SOME FFFF.CTIVF. LETTER
the whis va mistaken by the birds
F. L. Vandegril't. chairman of the
for insects excavatina beneath the
surface of (he wood, and that the committee of publicity of the National
drilled the poles in qtteSl of these im- Irrigation congress, is writing personal
aginary insects. It is very probable, letters to thS accredited delegate?,
however, thai the holes are excavat- asking them to help make It the biged lor an entirely different purpose. gest session In the history of the asHe says in his letters that
Tiie woodpecker is a provident bird. sociation.
by
At tie proper season it Mores up a there is strength in numbers, and
foods Urrf"rc'' 0 interest manifested In this
supply of acorns and otli
nsumption. in the summer way the work of the congress will be
futuri
It is desired by this
found stored more effective.
are oil
hOMS
these
session to set the gait for special eom- with acorns.
.Many methods for preventing thfs mlttecs that may be appointed by the
damage have been suggested, hut association to go before the congress
the timbered stales seeiing uuui-Un- e
probably the most successful is pres- legislation in aid of the recla- t
tonal
A
ol
creosote.
with
nation
service.
matlnn
one
s,
near
opposite
pob
the
creosoled
la these letters Mr. Vand. grift calls
Covington, was examined, ami not a
When it is the attention of delegates to the
single hole was found.
ni not only taregt foreign governments are taking
that creosote
prevent the damage caused by tne Hi me ronneoimng congiiuu. un w
wood pecker, hut also protect the pole1 subject he says:
"Prominent men of the engineering
Indefinitely against both insects and
decay, its great value us a preserva-- and agricultural world are coming
from both hemispheres. America has
live is apparent.
The forest service has spent consid- set the pace in the work of the reerable time in developing a cheap yet clamation of the waste placea of thr
efficient method for the treatment Of earth by irrigation, and the rest oi
telephone and telegraph Mihs. . The the world is coming to see. (Inly toresults of tiie work are embodied In day we have a letter Informing
the Hon. J. H. Shoeman, of Capí
several forest service circulars, copies
of which may 6 obtained without Colony. South Africa, a member of
cost from the forester, Washington. the legislature of that state, lias been
appointed especially by his governD. C.
ment to attend the congress and afterward to personally inspect governFinding Uses for Read Timber.
ment and private enterprises of Irriwilll
Colorado
University
of,
The
gation In the mountain west. Brut)
tlm-1
equipped
a.
completely
soon here
engineers and
at Moulder. will tend irrigation
her testing laboratory
and France, Forto Rico,
Colo,
Machines for this laboratory. farmers;
Spain, and even
have been ordered and delivery has Hawaii. Mexico, Italy.
representin , n promised during the first half of India and Australia will he
governments ar.
August
TBS nrSI proniem uiseii up ed, and since foreign
conwill probably be an investigation of; taking so much Interest in the
grí ss it is the duty of our own people
the relative strength Of dead and fire- session of Hie congress
killed timber as compared witli that to help. This
will lie a clearing house of Ideas, and
of timber cut while still growing.
It Is safe to predio! that, by its num
Two testing machines will be Inhers and intense Interest, it will mak'
ex-j
stalled the larger one capable of
on
public
greater
impression
mm pounds, a
una,
of
pressure
a
ling
it
thought than any other session."
and the smaller one capable of exContinuing Mr. Vandegrlft writes:
pressure of no.ono pounds.
erting
"of course, upon your arrival here
Moth of these mohines are of the you will call at
this office for en
latest design and ea h Is driven by a rollmeni and be assigned lodgings dur
e pacata motar, in addition to the Ing your slay. The week will be a
machines, the laboratory busy one and the mighty program fOl
testing
power drlv-- 1 the entertainment of visitors of more
equipment Will. tnculds
........ . v. . .
en saw ano planer ioi prepuimn
,.,m.llV Interest Added to 111
tent specimens irom ins unió, r "" congress, the International Kxpositlot
It Is delivered at (he jannraiory.
and Territorial Pair win he held, run
As soon am the machinery reaches ning until October 10, In addition to
Moulder the Forest service will detail thésje attractions, tin Santa Fe railway
an engineer to put the laboratory In has made special rates for numerous
running order and carry on the work Bkfa trips to outlying attractions of naof the station.
ture and prehistoric races; as the
At the present time there Is a large Crand Canyon, the Petrified forests,
d
limber In Colo- (he Indian villages, etc."
amount of
The Federation of California Womrado and the adjoining states, and
parf little definite information exists an's clubs will be rsprejaniad in the
as to its suitability for structural pur- National Irrigation congress by Mrs
poses
If such timber has sufficient John Falrwealln r. of Reedleyj Mrs. A
strength, large quantities of material E. Osborne, of Sania ''ara, and Mrs
Which is now considered of little value Willoiighby Bod man, of Los Angeles.
will find useful service.
Besides being the headquarters of KANSAS CITY JUDGE
will
Moulder
tin testing laboratory
SCORES ELECTION FRAUD
also be the headquarters for a repre
sentative of the Forest Service who
will have general charge of such work
IfsfflBM l'üv Aug. 20.
Judge W. H.
as relates to (In ill III, it Ion of wood I WsllsCS In thl criminal court re
lo- ,
i
oioiatjn aun some oi mu
ni
,.,v ,,
i request
of the county
stales.
grand lury to open the boxes u.id r thl ballots cast In the recent
leounl
Forest BervteC Not.--.- .
prim. n.s. The Judge saj I 'l0 bsiiuV
20.
Aug.
,.,.,, (.onimltted OOt Ssltl
Washington,
The Forest
f r ,tl., ,
S. nlee has Just announced the fol-- ;
(, , , ,
gvc hlm ,hl,
lowing appointnieiitson natlonu for- - , gra
nl rP)Iv
M n a
to th prald Jury he said:
.
iiiici-aummiey
Wu
vrKansa.'"I; wli.it
said about tin way the
fori st guard on the Ozark national hallo: primary wns conducted in Kanforest
sas Clly Is true II was one of the most
Arlsona Don S. Sullivan, forest diabolical pieces of r.isl ulity ever pergil. Mil on thi' Chirle a hua national for-- I petrated."
e

GROCERIES

right-of-wa-

you have not tried

If

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.
OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

The Matthew Dairy
6io North Srd street,

ofit.

Phone 4W. Farm
PboM I0B7.

f rackerS

I

1

Just

Received
FULL LINE
National
Cracker
Company's
Products
T.N. Linville
mm w.

central,

itione

is

;

City Scavenger

Company

BATO

REMOTO Yorit
isGARBAGH.

cess-poOb-at
and
oiir
closet. One rail per week, 4 5c
per month; twi ca) In per week,
75c per month.
.

fire-kille-

PHONE 540
Room 4 Grant Bldg.

i,--

Maloy's

I

,,

,.,,..

,

.

Have just received another
lot of Sylmar Olive Oil. The
Purest California Oil. All

sizes.
Pint Bottles 30c
1 Pint Bottle 60 c
Quart Bottle $1.00
2 Quart Can $2.00
Home made Potato Chips
fresh every day.
1--

2

1

A. J.

Maloy

514 West Centra) Ave.
Phone 72.

!

sat

Colorado Oilfield Canon, forest
guard on (he A rapa ho national forest.
California I 'liarles " run'"!,
st guard on tin Monterey national
forest.
Oregon Sherman A. Urown. fOTMl
guard on the "asearte national forest;
Oscar W. I'eane, forest guard on the
Columbia nation. il forest.
Montana- - D. E. Lewis, forest guard
on the Jefferson national forest; Henry IWter. forest guard on the Flathead national forest.
Idaho Neis Peterson, forest
on the I'end d'Orellle national forest.
Utah H. E. Jensen, forest guard
on the Munll national forest.
Wyoming Itenjamln
P
and Louis Anderson, forest guards on
the Hiyden n iiit. a. ii forest.
New Mexico 8. L. Fisher, forest
guard (Hunter) on the Pecos: James
C Dexter, forest guard (Hunter) on
the Jemes national forest.
In-ndc-

National Arelo rv T
iiimient.
20. -- The
Aug
National
Inn association tournament was
.,, ,,.iy b, wm H Thompson of
Seattle, 211 hits, score 7H3, which IS
(he second biigesl ever made In a
national (ournameiit and which heals
score of
the national championship
last year 113 points. Mr ThompMin's
score was In the double York round.
Chicago.

i

267.

More Badly Burned in WANTED Party with
wagon to sell fruit.
Horrible Tragedy on Lonely Road.
Washington Ranch,

Two

Companies; Uses for Dead
Free Fruit from Northwest at
Timber; Notes of the Forest
Irrigation Congress; What
Service,
Vandergift Is Writing to
(Fores. Berries Bulletin.)
the Delegates,

S. FIRST

Male

1

WANTED High grane men to fill
fice, mercantile ana technical post
ttona In the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association. 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

WE ARE NOW LOCATED
in

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT?

III BURNING

I

NAME

A

DIE

FOR RENT

Personal Property Loam

Money to Loan

t

Rooms.

FOR RENT a nice room with mod
ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
tf
Silver, or phone 11S.
FOR RENT Room at 422 Nunu oiu
No sick.
FOR RENT Two gooa rooms oí
light housekeeping, $11. Call 434
North Second.
rooms at
FOR RENT Furnished
115 Wert Hunlng avenue.
tf
TWO FINE ROOMS for rent; modern. 60s W. Silvei, Phone 1136.
FOR RENT Two nice large rooms
for light housekeeping. 221 South
tf
Edith street. Phone 1639.
FOR RKÑT Nicely furnished rooms,
West Gold
rent reasonable. 207
a23
avenue.
rooms,
FOIt RUNT Two nice
furnished for light housekeeping,
with gn.s range and electric lights;
connected with bath. 506 W. Lead
ave.
a27
FOR KENT Modern furnished rooms
s20
at 724 South Second street.
FOR RKNT- - A nice front room for
a healthy gentleman.
316 West

and
horse
924 Mountain ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, ORGANS,
a23 Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as low as $10.00 and as high as
Female.
HELP WANTED
1150.00. Loans are quickly made ana
gin" at22 2 (strictly private Time: One montn is
A kitchen
Wire WANTED
B Mornln Journal Special
one year given. Goods to remain in
West Silver.
Colfax, Wash., Aus. 20. Six chilyour possession. Our rates are reafor general sonable. Call and see us before bordren are dead and two burned so WANTED Good girl
Inquire (24 South rowing. Steamship tickets to and
housework.
at
Is
recovery
doubtful
seriously that
from all parts of the world.
Third street.
the H. W. Sehultz ranch between .Col
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
girls
learn
to
Apprentice
WANTED
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bids.
fax and l'alouz. resulting from a lire
millinery. Mrs. D. D. Coverdale,
PRIVATE OFFICES
which destroyed the home Wednesday
a20
OPEN EVENINGS
corner Gold and Fourth.
night.
West
SOSH
Central Avenue
experienced
cook
those
An
of
dead
are
children
WANTED
the
Four
Of BchultS and two were the children
1023 West Cantral.
The WANTF.D
of W. W. Fox, a brother-in-laGirl for general houseSTORAGE.
men were away harvesting
and the
work. Good wages. 211 N. Twelfth. WANTED--Pianohousehold goods,
mothers were attending a theatrical
miletc., stored and packed safely at
performance at l'alouz. The two eld WANTED Apprentice girls inEconoThe
linery department at
reasonable rates. Phone 640. The
est Bchults girl' attempted to rescui
Improvement
Security
Warehouse
mist
way
to the
the children but lost the
Co. Offices, Rooms S and 4, Grant
sewing.
621
to
Uidy
Y
do
ANTED
door and were forced to drop th
and Central Ave. Coal.
ata
a22 Block, Third ttreet
South Second street.
bables to make their own escape.
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
The cause of the fire is a mystery. WANTKI)
Woman for general housc- modern, with private family. No
512 Marquette avenue.
work.
health seekers. 423 South Fifth St.
LEPROSY VICTIM IN
TRY
POR RENT Furnished front room.
306 West Coal avenue.
MORE
ONCE
LOS ANGELES
TO MAKE IT
Experienced gtenograpner
WANTKI)
deuires position;
and bookkeeper
Hciicvcd Arizona Authorities connived ten years general office work; familFOR SALE
Reai Estate.
CASH
al Escape of Mi's. Ward well From
all branches including cred
with
iar
cottages,
Two
SALE
corner of
FOR
Tombstone Detention Camp.
ON
its; best of references. Write or wire.
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
or
1st
September
Want position by
FOR SALE A snap for quick sale.
sooner. J. D. Corlcy, care Western
Mis.
Los Angeles, Aug. 20
SMALL
THESE
$1000.00 will buy a 5 room and
Wnrdwell. a leper, afflicted widow Newspaper Union, Oklahoma City,
bath modern frame cottage close in.
i
Oklahoma,
of the late General David K. Wardwell,
About $750.00 will handle this. AdADS.
returned to Los Angeles last night on LADY WISHES TO TEACH in a pridress Owner, P. O. Box 153.
tf
the Southern Pacific train. The health
vate family. English, music, drawS A LE 17 a ere
FO
R
good
ranch,,
officers had been advised of her com- ing, painting, elocution, etc.
Salary
house, lots of iruit, alfalfa, etc. Por- ing and an ambulance from the county reasonable.
No objection to a ranch.
terlleld Co. 216 West Gold.
hospital met her and she was taken to Excellent references on request AdFOR SALE
house for $9507
Miscellaneous.
FOR SALE
the contagious ward. Mrs. Wardwoll dress Miss Grace LeMin, Tullarosa,
A bargain. Porterfleld Co. 216 West
was found locked In a compartment mi N. M.
tf FOR SALE All kinds of house hold Gold.
tiie train and the health authorities
furniture. Futrclle Furniture Co.,
young married lady,
believe she was returned here by Ari- WANTED By
modern
tf FOR SALE Fine
position as housemaid In small Cath- weatend of viaduct.
zona authorities at Tombstone.
house, good location. Porterfleld Co.
gentle
and
good
A
SALE
FOR
to
olic family.
Have no objection
Inquire, M. RosonatOck, 216 West Gold.
horse.
one or two children. S. E. G., care of
DECIDI: YOIitSEI.I-- .
WOULD YOU GIVE $100 TODAY
tf 14th and Central avenue.
Journal.
I he Opportunity
FOR $1,000 A YEAR FROM NOW?
is Here, Backed by WANTKI)
FOR SALE Household goods" oí
manager,
as
store
Position
Albuquerque Testimony.
every description at 200 S. Broad- If we permitted you to pay a little
exor
bookkeeper
Much
salesman.
Don') take our word for it.
way.
down and a little monthly, would you
Don't depend on a ttrSRger'l state- perience and best of references. Addo It, in one of the best guaranteed
chickens,
birds,
Canary
SALE
FOR
ment.
a27
dress A., care Journal.
genuine Belgian hares. 710 Roma. rea estate 8 per cent dividend InvestRead Albuquerque's endorsement.
Mead the statements of AlbuquerFOR SALE A brand new protecto-grap- h ments? Only a few hundred dollars
que citizens.
of the kind recently repre- needed to give you a comfortable inAnd decide for yourself.
In the city. Taken from come. Best of bank reference. WRITE
sented
here
SAlfiÓl?MKN'
It:
case
of
160.00 the agent in exchange for services, TODAY:
Here is one
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
J. M, Parker, living at 317 South
per week and over can be made
the intention of selling it. Will REALTY ASSOCIATES, Wells Fargo
fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M., selling New Campaign Novelties from with
Call
price.
at
unilor
sold
much
be
Bldg., Portland, Oregbn,
says: "Ooiins Kidney Pills are entitSells to Stores, the Journal office.
led to the ..strongest praise I can give now until election.
FOR
SALE One four room house,
County
Picnics
and
Fairs,
Private FOR SALE A heavy Gould force
them. I never placed much faith in
good location, south front, lot 50x
patent medicines, but I can say 1 have Families. Complete line of samples,
pump, with cylinder , handle and
derived more benefit from Doan'.s charges prepaid for 50c. Order today. pulleys for power. Used very little. 100. $!)40. One four room house,
Kidney Piils than from any other Chicago Novolty Co., 60 Wabaah ave., A Visalia, California,
Steel fork city water, fruit trees, outbuildings In
remedy. Several years ago I began Chicago.
as new. good location, lot 50x142. $1090. One
Good
bridle.
and
stock saddle
lo notice Indications of kidney comO. Box 173, or 009 West Fruit four and a half acre ranch close In,
P.
plaint and my condition readied the WANTED Man in
each town for the avenue, city.
70 fruit trees, ditch on two sides, new
slate where I was an almost constant
best Health and Accident Insurance
five room adobe house, barn and crop
sufferer from pain In my back and
trouble of an alarming nature ex- company operating in this territory, FOR SALE Poland china pigs. John on place. $1000. Wise and Son, Real
a25
isted With the kidney secretions. On (loud commission, references required.
Mann.
Estate nnd Rental Agents, 201 East
one oceeafoa
the kidney secretions P. O. Box 274, Koswell, N. M.
pony,
gentle,
820 FOR SALE Good
Central ave.
1
Hopped altogether and
had to have
sound, broke to ride and Foil KENT One 5 room
a physician draw it from me. At that
and hath
drive. H. N. Packcrt, 617 Marble
lime I was employed as a locomotive
cottage with cellar, hot water heal,
engineer and had to give up this work
avenue.
gas in kitchen, modern and comfortaas the Jar of the engine made the pain WANTIOD BOAlUMoiiS
Hates rea- FÁ l f8ALB --Fine strawberry apples. ble. Two
six room
ill my back beyond
bath terraces,
nduranee.
suf
sonable, nice rooms, excellent lollarger and Sampson, Twelfth street new and. modern,
fered from pain across my loins and cation, no
hct water her,), gna
I 'hone
354.
616
road.
people.
sick
Coal.
Mountain
West
and
I
in both sides over my hips that
range in IcH nen. Inquire of A. W.
FOR SALE Two good saddle ponies Anson, 823
would have to sit down in a chair SANITOR1UM, Rosedale Place, locatNorth Fourth street.
Intf
my
against
ed
Cyphers
on
back
something
one
lean
and
saddle. One
Lockhart ranch, near Indian
and
to support il. Al night after I would school. Under management of grad- cubator and brooder.
Arch T. Wilwould not sleep any more uate nurses. Rates reasonable. Miasretire
a24
FOR RENT
Dwellings.
(ban an h)ur before the psfn would es Moorman and Harllitt. phone 1176. son, 401 South Edith.
chickens,
Furniture,
SALE
awaken me, About three months ago WANTKI)
FOR
FOR
R EÑT New "three room cotB.OARDER8"
Private
I learned about Dunn's Kidney I'ilb
buggy and harness. 60ÍI South High
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
house.' oo South Edith,
n26
and procured a supply. In a siiori
a23 1022
South Waller street.
time every difficulty was corrected WANTED- Itoardei-s- . Good board and street.
tf
rei;ulair"prlce7
Full FOR RENT 2,
and 1 have no trouble at nil with ml
Very reasonable. 113 North FoH SALE"Haíf
room.
3. 4 and
back and kidneys now. On occasion! Sixth street.
Dr. Rosenthal s lessons in
course
of
houses, furnished or unfurnished.
H3
without number I have recommended
Spanish language. Phone Method of W V Futrelle. 5 nil S. Seecond.
tf
Loan's Kidney Pills, and whatever I
College
Languages.
of
International
FOR RENT Five and seven room
can say for them will ulways afford
WANTED
Apply to 1. N. Woodman, M. D., Taos,
Miscellaneous.
me pleasure."
modern cottages, close In. Paul
"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 VA.TEI
'
and 4, Grand Building, tf
Teutsth.3
or" N. M.
house
Furnished
cents.
Fostei Milburn Co., Buffalo,
E - Ten head "or first class FOR RENT Newthree room
SAL
FOR
apartments
Highlands.
in
to
Three
furNew York, sole agents for the United
five rooms for man and wife. Address
Missouri ami Kent in ky mules. Can
nished cottage. Call
509 South
Slates.
Walter
st.
Hun2
seen
the
days
at
ten
be
for
nexi
the.
care
a22
Remember
nam
Doaa'i and
.Journal.
31 WANTED-Pip- es
take no other,
ters Wagon Yard, 200 N. Broadway. F?)R KENT ÁTonco, TT-oormod-er- n
lo repair. Jos Kich-ardbrick, partly furnished.
Cigar Store.
Call
tf FOR SALE - - Furniture for three
IF YOF AltE IN NT;FTI) OF ANY WANTED Tobuy nice modern-fi- ve
or address G. D. Hammond, 233 North
Must be sold at once. 220
rooms.
THINU DAINTY IN THE GROCERY
.
room cottage, good location. Ad- West Silver.
a24
all "Igh
LIVE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND IT
FOR RENT Five room modern furA'V F. i. PRATT & CO., 214 SOUTH dress M. M.. care Journal.
a22
POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
SECOND.
nished ' house. Apply Phone 566.
Anli-trubipool
and
FOR
SALE
WANTED.
FOR RENT
Storerooms
lliard tables, supplies and bar fixWANTED To buy men's second- tures. Sold on easy payments. Cata- FOR RENT
LEGAL NOTICES.
room. 212 South
Stare
hand clothes of all kinds In good
Second. Apply on premises.
shape. Highest prices paid In cash. logues free. Charles I'assow & Sons,
NOTICE.
s20
Send postal. We will call. H. Frank, P. 0. Box 1084. Dallas, Texas.
121 North Third street, phono 882.
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
Road Tax Now Due.
WANTED A dentist or doctor
to
SODA FOUNTAINS
The law requires every able bodied
share a suite of three offices cenFOR SALE OR TRADE A god
trally located. Elegantly furnished. WE HAVE several bargains to offer
man, between the ages of twenty-on- e
sound saddle pony. H. R. Litton.
in both new and second-han- d
Apply
General
reasonable.
soda Morning Journal.
and sixty years', to annually pay a Rent
Morning Journal.
tf fountains for Immediate shipment.
road tax of three dollars or, in lieu Practitioner.
write or
of such sum, to labor on the public WANTED New Mexico land In tracts Easy monthly payments,
of 1(10 to 611,110(1 acres. State county phone for our attractive proposition
FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
road three days. Sec. S, Cahpter 53,
Acts of the 37th legislative Assembly. and price per acre. Addnss N. IL, The (irosman company, Dallas, Texas. FOR RENT For hall purposes, in
the
Morning
are
Journal,
Albuqucruc,
new Futrelle building. West End
The supervisor of Road District No. N. M.
Viaduct, rooms 50 and 68.
J, comprising Precincts Nos. 12 and
26, which product! Include the City
An sdverllsemeiit In ll.e Clas
WANTED
Partner
of Albuquerque, accepts
the off lew
slflecl Columns of the Morning
without compensation and Is devoting WANTED Al once, a partner to conJournal will probably rent
in Real
time and energy to the discharge of
duct a dining room In connection
Dioso vacant rooms wlili.n the
the duties of the office to the end with Mrs. Wilcox's new, up to date
hours.
nexi iwcnty-fou- r
$2600 4 room brick cottage, wash
that proper uae be made of the road rooming house.
.lO'J'i West Central.
OS
house, corner lot, cement walls
fund and that we have good roads.
on boih sides; close in.
The character of roads to be built
$1600 4 room frame
cottage,
PERSONAL
and the line of work are determined
nicely finished, and two room
-by the Oood Hoads Association.
dobe,
cement finish; 60 ft lot,
DR. NACAMULI will be back at hi
S. Broadway.
Mr. 8. M. Porterfleld is authorised
office from Europe September 1$,
6
$3000
room brick cottage, modroad
payment
lax 1908.
of the
to receive
ern, extra nice; close In.
and for the convenience of the public
NF.XT TO POSTOFFICE.
$1900 4 room frsme cottage modwill make calla when he can do so or
ern, W. Lead av. Eaay terms.
LOST
payment cin bo made at Porterfleld
SOLE AGKNT8
$2300
room frame with bath;
sad Co., 216 West Gold avenue. The LOST open faced gold watch at
good outbuildings; lot 76 by
Monogram
B.
M.
C
law will be atrlctly enforced.
park.
142;
Robinson
lawn, 16; shade trees; 4th
W. II. OILLBNWATKR,
ward.
Reward for return to 1023 New York
$2600
Supervisor.
New 4 room frame cotu22
tage, modern, beautifully
concrete foundation, celPUBLICATION.
NOTH IC
lar, good outbulldlnga; Highlands
L E. FOLDS
Do you know $21 SO New 4 room brick cottage,
Department of the. Interior, U S. Real
modern; fourth ward, on car
of any better
InsurRenting,
Estate,
line.
Land office at Santa Fe. N. M..
ahoe ? Do you
August 4th, 190ft.
New 6 room brick cottage,
ance and Loans.
know of any $320
well built; close In, fourth ward.
Notice is hereby given that Federahoe
as
other
$2000 6 room frame cottage, bath
ico (itero, of Hernallllo county, who.
209 W. Gold Ave.
good?.
Take
windmill, near shops and car
on Dee. 17th, 1906, made Homestead
shoe
fi
4
the
all
for lot Phone 600
0 0
line.
Apple .ilion, No
(00)
11
N.. Range
ipart, get right
12. Section 20. Township
$17004 room frame cottage,
6 B
modern; Highlands, close In.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noJown into the
ComALFALFA SLED.
tice of Intention to make Final
o. ike of it;
to
claim
mutation Proof, to establish
o v e r y
A.
Ten dollar per bushel wicked here
the land above described, herore U. Send iiostofflcc order. Kuiimlc on re
jection of It
Albuquerat
Commissioner,
amix kmtatk, rmpBANca, groan
8. Court
KFF.D CO.,
MO MIS, XMAHH.
que. N. M.. on the 17th day of Sep quest. Tilt: II KDI.
Mo.
you
City,
will
Kansas,
What
tember. 108.
B.
212
Aecond.
Phone 174.
And? A shoe
Claimant names as wllnessos: Juan
Beginning today hacks n be fur- built upon honor and sold at an honOtero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Celso
(Jarcia, of Albuquerque, N. M. ; Juan nished by Oskey's hsck line at all est price,
Try a Morning Journal Want!
N. M.;
Outlerres, of Albuquerque,
Our now shoes for nu n and otilhours of the day and night. Prompt
Manuel Ha!, of Albuquerque, w. m and satisfactory service. Telephone en and children open up fine.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
HOD I S FOR SHOES.
Journal Want Ads Get Results!
tf
16 or 19$.
Register.
las-g-

s,

--

Isa-Be- tl

--

i

1

1

a'

sl

'

Bargains

Estate

Simpier Clark
Shoe Co.

--

fln-ihhe- d,

for

1

'1111.1 Kiiffcn-rs- .
Mo on. hi
Foley's Honey and Tor will give
mediate relief te asthma sufferers and

cured many can s that hMd re- fused lo yield to other treatment.
Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
remedy for coughs, colds and all
throat and lung trouble Contains no
harmful drugs. Sold by J H. O'itell-l- y
Co.

Torch swings,
Flailing Mill.

$4.60.

Albuquerque

FLEI8CHER

minutely.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
do pfd
Amer. Sugar Refng
Amer. Tobacco pfd
Amer. Woolen
Anaconda Mining Co

FINANCE AND

107
134
93
24
46
88
96
90
90
92

Atchison
do pfd
Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore and Ohio
do pfd
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather

COMMERC E
Wall Street.

do

51

172

28.

pfd'

96

i

New York, Aug. 20. The reaction- Central of N. J
196 200
ary tendency fn the stock market Chesapeake and Ohio
41
6
which became so pronounced in yes- Chicago Great Western
Chicago
Northwestern
and
....159
terday's late operations gathered Cresfc
142
momentum today, resulting in tem- C. M. and St. P
53
55
porary losses in a number of active C, C, C. and St. L
33
issues. No definite news accompanied Colorado Fuel and Iron
33
the downward movement aside from Colorado and Southern
61
do 1st pfd
rumors of the probable dismissal of
53
do 2nd pfd
4,000 employes of the Pennsylvania
135
system on or before September 1. Consolidated Oas
19
Corn Products
There as further acute weakness
169 'i
New York Central both here and Pela Ware and Hudson
26
abroad, although in London the opin- Denver and Bio Grande
60
do pfd
ion prevails that reduction of the
35
coming dividend will be averted. To Distillers' Securities
2S
offset adverse factors advices from Erie
37
do 1st pfd
Pittsburg reported a marked Increase
27
do 2nd pfd
In the tonnage handled by the rail143
roads of that district and also prepi-ration- s General Electric
136
by the steel companies for Great Northern pfd
66
large equipment orders.
The news Great Northern ore ctfs
186
finm the western and southwest ngrl-(iil- Illinois Central
ral sections was optimistic in Ihe Intcrborough-Me- t
H
exlreme. rains the put two weeks
32
do pfd
having apparently given treat relief. International Paper ....
10
Corn seems to have been especially
do pfd
58
benefited and officials of the Burling- International Pump
25
ton route report indications of a 100 Iowa Central
,
, .68
per cent yield in that staple. The Kansas City Southern
25
minor labor troubles which recently
do pfd
57
bung over the situation apparently Louisville and Nashville
108
have taken a turn for the bitter es Mexican Central
16
pecially in Indiana. Little slgiiilicam e Minn,
and St. L
26ir 29
attaches to the business on the ex- Minn., St. P. and S. Ste. M
IS
change whloh was restricted In vol55
Missouri
Pacific
ume until the liual hour when the re- IM.
31
K. and T
coveries from the early session were
63
do pfd
made under the lead of the Harriman
85
Issues and the greater part of the National Lead
102
day'i. early losses gave place to net New York Central
gains. The sensational decline in cot- N. Y., Ontario and Western .. 41
73
ton was hardly
market Influence al- Norfolk and Western
163
though the wild and Indiscriminate North American
142
selling of that commodity was In some Northern Pacific
24
quarters regarded as bear arguments. Pacific Mail
123
The close was strong under the lead Pennsylvania
75
of the Southern Pacific which readied People's Gas
72
Pitts., C. C, and St. L
Its high price on tills movement.
i . 34 U
Pressed Steel Car
Concurrent strength was shown
163
Union Pacific and Atchison, while New Pullman Palace Car
43
York Central gained a full point on Railway Steel Spring
Reading
124
the day.
22
London's attitude of aloftness to- Republic Steel
77
do pfd
wards our securities market continues,
16
though some of today's buying of Rock Island Co
31
do pfd
Southern Pacific was said to be for
that account. In the local money mar- St. L. and San Fran 2nd pfd .. 24
16
ket some loans for live and six months St. L. Southwestern
were reported at 3 Vi per cent with
38
do pfd
1
an easier tone for all dates. Closing BlOSS Sheffield
stocks:
99
Southern Pacific
Amalgamated Cooper
77
118
do pfd
40 Vi Southern Railway
Amer. Car and Foundry
19
do pfd
102 K
48
do pfd
Amer. Cotton Oil
34
37
Tenn. Copper
Amer. Hide and Leather pfd ... 1!
25
Texas and Pacific
Amer. Ice Securities
30
25
Toledo, So. L. and West
Amer. Linseed
12
r.6
do nfd
Amer. Locomotive
56
157
Union Pacific
u

..... ....

do pfd
Amer. Smelt, and Kefng

do pfd

106
14

85
33

United States Rubber

MORNING JOURNAL, FRIDAY, AUGUST

FINE

do 1st pfd
1'
46
United States Steel
108
do pfd
44
Ctah Copper
Virginia Carolina Chemical ... 27
105
!
do pfd
12
Wabash
2
do pfd
71
Westinghouse Electric
54
Western Union
9
Wheeling and Lake Erie
25
Wisconsin Central
Total sales for the day 732,900
shares.
Total sales
Bonis were irregular.
par value $2,263,000.
Government
bonds were unchanged on call.
AND BONDS.

BOSTON STOCKS

Closing Prices.
Montr-

eal Loans

2
3

1

Time Loans

3

i

Kaili-oad-

4s

18

Extend to rX'posltors Kvery Proper Accommodation and Solicits New Accounts. Capital, $150,000.00. ortn ers and IHrccUirs: Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlrkler. Vice President and Cashier;
J. Johnson, Assistant Cashier; William Mcintosh, George A mot, J. C. Haldridge, A. M. Black-wel- l,
O. K. Cromwell.

middling

.

9c.

s

Atchison
do pfd
Boston and Albany
Boston and Maine
Boston Elevated
Fltehburg pfd
X. Y.. N. II. and H
Union Pacific

Miscellaneous
Amer. Arge. Chemical
do pfd
Amer. Pneu. Tube
Amer. Sugar
do pfd
Amer. Tel. and Tel
Amer. Woolen
do pfd
Dominion Iron and steel

Edison Electric Ilium
Mass. Electric
do pfd
Mass. Gas
United Fruit
United Shoe Mach
do pfd

United States Steel
do pfd

87
94
214
129
134
125
142
157
24
92
5

124
128
124
24
92
15
216
9

48
63
132
66
27
45
108

Mining-Adve- nture

Allouez
Amalgamated
Atlantic
Bingham
Calumet and Heclu
Centennial
Copper Range
Daly West
Franklin
Granby
Isle Royale
Mass. Mining

10
35
77
14
60
685
33
78
10
12
102
22

19, 5s In London

Michigan
Mohawk
Montana Coal and Coke
Old Dominion

Parrot
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Copper
United States Mining
United States Oil
Utah
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
North Butte asked
Butte Coalition

11
41

26
46
6
6

142
84
27

Bar
45c.

at

$8.72 Viiv 8.75.
St. EjDuJi WOOQ.
Wool
St. Louis, Aug. 20

Firm;

References

Monaster's Hist. American People.

Budweiser

0

The Natural Drink of America
Every rich and foaming glass of this famous barley and hop brew is
literally alive with natural force and nutriment. It is glowing and spark--.
It is "liquid bread" nay, it if
ling with creative might and power.
more, it is " liquid life."

THE KING OF ALL BOTTLED BEERS

!

of

2

Oír

32

points.

Chicago Live Slock,
Chicago, Aug. 20. Catttl Receipts
4.000; market strong to higher, Peeves
5 a 7 tfii 7.60; Tcxans $3.50415.20; westerns 8,Vt4 fi 00; Blockers and feeders
$2.65(iu4.60; cowh and heifers $1.7..ii
ti.00; calves $.0 in, 7.25.
market
Sheep Receipts 15,000;
steady. Westerns $2.754.25; yearlings $4.25i&5.00; western lambs $3.75
T.

4,000- -

steady.

Mut-

lambs $4 T.Or,, ,(.&;
SWSS
3.41K(r 4.8(1; Ie

Lloyd- Berlin, Aug. 20 David
Oeorge, the Rrltlsh chancellor of the
exchequer, whose proposed visit to
Germany has caused, much speculation In the official circles here, will
arrive In Berlin on Friday. He will
be the guest at least for a part of
tin time, of Dr. Theodore B. Holt-weltin' minister of the Interior, who
will come Into town from his country
place for the purpose of receiving and
entertaining the chancellor.
Dr. Hollwelg, as minister of the Iter-lo- r.
administers the old age pensions.
He Is besides, vice chancellor and
ranking member of the government in
the absence of Prince von Buelow.
Hcrr von Schoen, secretary for foreign
uffalrs, Admiral von Tlrpltz, secretary
of the admiralty, and Hei r Hydow, secretary of the Imporlal treasury, the
ministers whom the British chancellor
might talk over the question of the
limitation of the navy rivalry between
the two countries, are out of town nnd
It therefore seems hardly likely that
e
will give much atMr.
tention In an official way to this matter. Indeed, a communique Issued by
the foreign offlco repeats the assertion that no Intimation has been received that Chancellor Lloyd-Oeordesigns to do anything In Oermnny
to bring forward. Going
study the method of Conducting
the old age pensions law but that responsible persons In the German government are resdy to discuss any sub-ewhich the British chancellor might
hind the communique the official view
e
appears to be that Mr.
will have a private conference with
a few members of the German government with the object of clearing up
his own convictions regarding Germany's navy but that he Is in no way
empowered to make overtures in behalf of the British cabinet.
The British chancellor oí the
who Is now at Bnden-BaUcalready may have visited Admiral von
Tii pit, who Is spending his vacstlon
not far from there.
g,

Lloyd-Georg-

be-ee- pt

ct

Anheuser-Busc-

St

h

Brewery

Louis, U. s. A.

CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS

C. W. KUNZ,
Distributor
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UtaM

mm

Huni
NBW MKXICC

M1W4mU

W. L. Trimble & Co;

Livery, Feed and 6nle Stables. First- class Turnouts at reasonable rateo.
I
N. Second St.
vicJ. no X.

AND MACHINE WORKS
R, P. Hall, Proprietor.
Iron and Hrass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Gratas,
Bars, Babbitt V- ml. Columns and Iron Fronts for Kulldlngs.
Repalrj on Mining and Milling Machinery our Specialty.
Foundry Eaat Sido of Railroad Track.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
-

Kakla
Olosal
and Barnscbl
W1IULK8AUK DBALBM IK

Ba remora to Hellsl

CHXXXOCOCXXOOOOCO

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
Capital snd Surplus, $100.000.00

LIQUORS & CIGARS

WINES.

hnndL everything In our lln. Writ
tor Illustrated Cetalorue sad Prise Lilt,
leiued to dealers only.
W

Telephone ltl
CORN1ÍR FIRST ST. AND COPPBB

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS DRS. COPP

X. PATT
W.
BOARDING
LIVKUV IHD
Ill-I- ll

West Silver Avenue.

SCREW

II

Telsphoas at.

STABLED

Phone 547.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO

IS In

DRUGGISTS
rrnprtetora ef
Alera rate Pnnnnaer, for. tints aae) flnS
Itlablaad fbannHO, tit. Bast teatral aad
llr.mdway.

STIC)

MEAT MARKET

Makes Appearance in San Marcial;
Various Theories As to How
Trouble Is Contracted,
Morning
Correepondence
Aug.
N. M

San Marcial,

Journal.)
1!. An

exceptionally rare case in medielns
was brought to light here today when
a local physician took a great number
of screw worms rom the nose Of an
aged Mexican woman named Garcia.
The worms were about a half Inch
long.
The case of the screw worm Is a peculiar one. It is supposed tO bo the
larva of an Insect .tuch as the blow-flIts attacks are made on wounds and a
few cases have been found such as this
one, where the nose of a human being has been Infested. Id casos of the

All

egg-layi-

are most numerous. The physician
believes that since many attacks are
being made on animals this year, It is
reasonable to believe that more of
these cases are apt to follow.

How tO Avoid Appendicitis.
are
Most victims of appendicitis
those who are habitually constipated.
Foley's Orino Laxative cures chronic
constipation by stimulating the liver
and bowels, and restores the natural
action of the bowels. Foley's Orino
Laxative does not nauseate or grlpo
and is mild and pleasant to take. Re
by J. H.
Sold
fuse substitutes.
O'Reilly.
Woman Killed In Boiler Kxplonloil.
Colorado Springs, Aug. 20. Mrs.
Carolina Klrchoff, aged sixty years,
mother-in-laof 12. F. Woestnian,
wholesale grocer of this city, was killed and Henry Hannlng, forty-eigyears of age, was fatally injured by
the explosion of a boiler at the
mills, ten mile north of ColoThe
rado Springs, this afternoon.
cause of the accident Is not known.

Fditors to Meet in Seattle.
St. Paul. Aug. 20. Seattle today
won the contest for the next meeting
place of the National Kdltoriul association.

n,

Ixg bunds for inurklug
Multr.
Msde or aluminum, pliable and light.
Csn be udjusted to fit any siso of leg.
Kadi in all numbered. lrk'e MC per
602-as. 1st.
W 111
Window frames, 11.75. Albuquerque rtnersi
Id.
Phone
MUI.
4U.
Planing
,
oi

Kinds

Fresh and Salt Meats

f

Btentn Sansaofe Factory.
F.MIL ULI'.INWOIIT.
Masonic Ituildlng, North Third Streot

ARTHUR E. WALKER
Fire Insuranc . Secretary Matoal
Phone tlh
Huildlng Association.
specialties.
and repairing is one of our
ül7'4 West (Cotral Avenue.
Making elbows and Joints Is another.
We srt expert
Plumbers In all
branches and are noted (or doing
good work thoroughly, in a reasonable
LRATllSCR AMI FINm;s
tlmv for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ HARNESS, B ADDLES, PAINTS, ETC.
help.
We
only tho most reliable
408 West Central Ave.
uhould be pleased If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing J.ib. You
won't regret it.
VENICE OF AMERICA

ThoSeF.Keleher

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

latter kind it seems that the attacks

have often been mado alter the DOM
had been bruised at some former time
and the action of the cilia Interfered
with in throwing out foreign matter.
The exact niannor In which the eggs
are deposited in the nose is not known.
It is not bet loVed that the fly actually
enters the nasal cavity, although this
might be possible while the person was
sleeping,
it Is rather moré likely that
the eggs aro Brat laid on dried no at
or other eatables and in some way
wept from thert into the nostrils.
The disease is a very painful one.
The none swells tO WVeral times Its
natural sise and from a dozen to forty
of these large worms may bo removed
dally for as many as six days. Then
since they cannot reproduce, being
only larvae, they will all bo hatched
out and the passage may be cleared ol
them.
This case Is tho ninth met within the
four years' practice here of the locul
physician. The Brtt eight wi re founu
In 1905 und 11)06, Done having been
found last year. This is the lirst to
appear this year. It now being about
insects
the time when the

PETTIT

G.

Peculiar Malady

Special

&

aVB

DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Alhuqurrquc, New Mesto

PIPE-CLEANIN-

LIQUOR CO.

CONSOLIDATED

'HIIRO

New York Cotton.
New York, Aug. 20. Cotton Futures opened easy at a decline of Q 10
pulnts and closed .steady at a decline

Lloyd-Georg-

Bottled Only at the

TELEPHONE ?

EVIDENCE AGAIN

medium grades, combing and clothing
19f20c; light line II 011 feci heavy
line llíí12c; tub washed 204i27e.

tali

Orueet, Finar, Feed

I

Ajrut for
AlHi yi KKgi i

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
Established 18H1.

sil-

Ostensibly m study old Age Pensions,
His visit Amuses Much
Speculation.

U. S.;

CENTRAL AVENUE.

Residence r."2.

1065;

Shop.

ESTAMLiHHEi

WSeloaa

or

BRITISH CHANCELLOR OF
EXCHEQUER IN GERMANY

this is the first essential of all Human Greatness,
Jackson, one of the most picturesque figures in history,
possessed it in plenty.
lineage, and a fighting man to his finger tips, the strategy of
Of Scotch-Iris- h
"Horse Shoe Bend" proved that he understood the art of war, but it was the
battle of New Orleans that made him president.
He was a great lawyer, a bold statesman; had a clear head for business, and
nothing could daunt him nor break his purpose. AH his life he drank the generous
creative juices of the malt.
And who will dare say that it weakened his will power or detracted from his
success, his fame, his glory, and his might.

Carpenter and Builder
Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.

i

Sheep
tons $.180114.25;
range wethers
$3.25íí 4.20.

of character

WEST

111

Chicago Hoard of Trade.
Chicago, Aug. SO. Small primary
receipts and a continued active demand for the cash grain by millers
exporter! created moderate tlrm-nes- e
in the wheat market here today.
At the close wheat for September delivery was up c. Corn was up Vic.
C higher, and provisions
Onts were
2V6(7,-4higher.
September com opened
6 He
to 77")ic, advanced to
higher at 77
c and closed at 77 c.
78
& Vs to
September wheat opened
tt"9Hc higher at 93 to 94c and advanced to 94 nnd closed at 93 m 94.
V4 W V4c
September onts opened
to 48 "c, advanced to
higher at 48
49 Vic and closed at 48c.
At the dose September pork was
up 7 Vic at $14.85. Lard was up 2 Vic
at $9.25. Ribs were 2Vj(i)5c higher

Receipts

Bnbiew 3achson, 7tb President cf tbe 3ntteb States.

ED. F0URNELLE

L. B. PUTNEY

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY !

The local mar-

ket was dull at $4.65 Q 4.70.
ver 51 Vic; Mexican dollars

7

13
66
70
39
27
15
72
19

PRESCRIPTIONS?

.

at

110 East Coal Avenue.

Pilones

The Metals.
New York, Aug. 20. Copper was
lower in fondón, spot closing at 69.
60, 15s.
Lo
18s, 3d and futures at
cally the market was dull and unchanged, lake Ht.S091l.tSH: elec
trolytic $13.37 "á r 13.50, ami casting
S13.121& M13.25. Lead was higher In
Locally no
London at 13, 8s, 9d.
change was reported and the market
continued dull with spot quoted at
$4.57 '4 ( 4.62 V4 Spelter was 5s lower

KatiMis City Live Stock.
Re- Kansas City. Aug. 20. Cattlt
I CelptS 6.000; market strong.
Stockers
and f lets $2.80 tí. 4.7H; nulls i'.3iur
3.40; calves $3.25 W 6.25; western sti ffs
$3.60fnv5.25; western cows II.BS4Q 3.75.
Hogs Receipts ,000; steady. Bulk
heavy
$6.70fi
of sales $6.40(11)6.70;
6.75; packers and butchers $b.40il
6.70; light $6.00ii6.60; pigs $3.50ir
6.25.

Applcton's Encylopcdla; Shoulcr's History

EXCELLENT ROOM AND
BOARD.
$4.00 Per Week and Up.
MRS. M. E. MORRIS,

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque

21
12

Í 0.40.

ENERGY

San Marcial H. Hi

With Ample Mea an and Unsurpassed Facilities.

118

New Orleans Cotton.
New Orleans. Aug. 20. Cotton

Spot quiet;

A

ART BULLETIN ADVERTISERS

Nevada
Calumet and Arizona
Arizona Commercial
Greene Canauca

4

89
98

IN

M. U.,

M. R. McCRORY,

New Way of Getting New Business

NEW SYSTEM
ADVERTISING

A

GOATS.

ANGORA

I have 7.000 registered and highs
grade Angora Bucks, Doss and KldJ
for sale. Prices reasonable. Will sel
any number to suit the buyer. Thesd
goats are good heavy shearers and
CoslW
will bear critical Inspection- and see them or write what you want

THE ROMERO AD SIGN Co

9

Bond;

Atchison Adjustable
Atchison 4s

21, 1908.

01.L$íSCARI$

Finest Reach Resort In the World.
Rathlng, IViall.ig, Fishing, Danc
ing dally, freo .nicerts, etc.
Villar and Rungaluws clean, cool
and complete, $17. b0 to $35.00 per
Apply villa Office, Venice,
oioiilb.
California.

THE

WM.

aai.au

COMPANY

FARR

Wholesale and Retail
in ki mh ami halt

hbats

Sanease a Specially
Fox Cattle and Hogs tho Hlggset Mar
fcst

Prices

Is

Paid.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants
Wool, II Ideal and Pelts
a Hpcclally.
M,HCjt l.ltUI 'V
LAS VXC.AR

SANTA

FRS811 from Tin: ovi;x.
You cannot Imagine anything mors
temptingly delicious than our broad,
rolls and lino cakes. Tbe more sight
Is enough to make the most dyspeptic
forget his troubles. Come and Just
a glance will tempt you to try our
baking. And Just one taste will determine you to eat none but our rolls
bread and cake hereafter.

Ft

TIME TABLE.

(Effective dune

17.

From the Beat

..'..Miffi

207 South First St.

From the West
t. Chlcacn rut

NATIONAL
FRATERNAL CONGRESS
IN

Roll Ml Proposition for
iform Insurance Assessment.

Woodntefl

j

no. 1, Hnuthern Tat Bipreaa.. 7 4t p 1:11
I
No. I, California Limited
P
No. 7. North. CsL Fast Mall..lS:tlp 1141 a
No. I. Kl P. A Ilea, city Hip .11:41 p II: J0

Pioneer Bakery
SPLIT

IIMIH.)

Amee. Depart

Fil-

ft a lit
I Mp
IS.. S:4P 1:1 p
I

No.
No.
No.

41,

No.

II, Prim Carlabad.Roiwell

Mall

Chicago Limited
I. Chi. A Kan. City
Paeoa Valley Traína
No. 1), Amarillo,
Ruawtll

Carlibad

and Amarillo
Prom the South

liISp

and

Mil
11:41 p

No. It, Chi.. Dea.
. .1 I
a f .tie
K O.
No. 10 connect
at Lamr with branch train
for Santa Pe and slope at all local polaia in
T. E. PURDT, Atent
New Mexico.

Put In Ray. O., Aug. 20 After listening to speeches today Hie delegates
to the National Fraternal congress In
session here began talking Insurance
FRENCH FUtLE
politics. The congress has under conbill
governing
sideration a uniform
A Sira, QpwaS Sauir br ISSSSSSl MeiMTautrtm,,
fraternal societies which If adopted
r sua
ntf XltWI Tl FAIL. B,r"
will be presented to the legislature In
Setwe ilirfti.'4 or Mmwt tuto,u4. ar
no pr tew.
f
Willm4tkeiUlu.l.torl4
euch state as soon as poaslble to be
vara r.llone. AMopU Vrm. Ilwtnuakaal
u
ben ikre ari roar 4m
enacted Into law. This measure which
UMITCQ
eUPlcaL 0O,,eoT4, Uwoaetta, Pa.
congreaa
tomorwill come before the
row, provides for a uniform minimum
rate of assessments for fraternal In- Sold in Alhiiqucrqne by J. U. OHirlijr.
surance throughout the country. It
wus because of this proponed feature
that the Modern Woodmen of America
withdrew Its membership from the
congress yesterday.
It Is said that the Woodmen propose to fight this hill if presented to
the legislative bodies for enactment
and It is considered that the adoption
of the bill tomorrow will be an Invita
tion by the congress to wage their
contest.

PILLS.
"'

l

OR

Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any esse of kidney of blsdder
trouble that la not beyond the rench
of medicine. No medicine csn do
more Bold by J. H. O'Reilly & Co.

I

aS

THE ALBUQUERQUE
I

In the course of an article on the
bail mnditlon of our wagon roads all
over the t'nited States, as compared
with those of other ctvlHaed eoaHiUHa,
thr Km ky Mountain Nr8 hiin by

of

MORNING JOURNAL,

FRIDAY, AUGUST

th' court, but la the mis hicvuus the recent municipal elections.

And

21, 1908.

AMONG THE MAGAZINES

endless oppnrtunlth s for the New York Herald regards this as
delay and escape. Tin- avcrugV man another urpumcnt with which to meet
People's Magazine for September
I la proaaely
to feeing right the contention that the Filipinos ure
quiti
contains within its covers some re- in his contention, unit it Is but a step not growing fit to govern themselves tnarkably strong
and clever fiction. Its
jj .
KMIaM by tha
fu t and tigiuc
carefully complied, from holding this belief to putting U a ihe Ameritan way.
opening number is a long complete
ni.iinly (rom ofTn ial sources, that into effect.
He might be hasty and
Journal Publishing Co.
novel, entitled "His Ducats and His
'
while thn estiwtsted rapt awe of haulimpulsive, but his guiding motive
The Washington Post says. "There Daughter," by the well known writer,
ing our (lops lo the rallwa) over our would
be to reo the innocent ami
ve,- was a better time thah the pres- - Neith Boyce, whose new book, "The
Praaldanl
X
A. MACPHERSON
Kill. n pr. sent roads
. & HI HKK
a
time,
ever
punish
billion
loss
of
a
guilty
little
without
the
ent
for making aoad investments or Bond." is just out and attracting con- "tty Kilt'"
I. B. HBNING
In "His Ducats
a
car.
dollars
be
is
laws
cost
must
of
our
the
same
that
and
what
the
developing solid enterprises. The trend slderablc attention.
. a
Bu.ln.as Manaaer
BOUCHER
and His Daughter" the author has
tvork. over such loads as they have In made to do.
ail toward prosperity."
drawn very vividly an American type
second ciaat natter at tha France,
would nd exceed tdu.UiiO.-00- ,
Rntirod ataa Albuqo.rQu..
tt. at., onOar act
e
of extreme
interest the
1ST.
or
in
COMBATIVE
better
Al.ilil
other wm 's. our presEvery now and then Qav. Hughes millionaire; a powerful, crude, tacif Cenaaoaa of March I. 1171.
ent system di luid roads puts upon u
arouses a certain amount of profis-lloa- turn kind of man. who lights his way
made
JOIRNAL IX THS an unneccssuiy tax of six handled
Combative altratoat hi Mr. Taft's
TBK MOBMNO
lr-- asserting
hlm- - grimly to the top of the ladder, rung
tBAIUttU SKPt HI.lt AN PAPr.H OF M -- millions of dollars a year In
than
.s elf as aresentment
sin- most dlstinguislih g characteristic.
this
I
II
1'KIM
THK
practical politician aha prac- - after runge by means of tooth and list
HI
I
ISO
TORI
U.
Oralt
w ith a
gle ItMB and yet we complain loud Secretary of w:ir In has carried the tlci
our new
man
yet
Iron
and
a
9 THK BKI lRI.lt AN I'AKTV All. THK
and
w hat
will
he preaches.
AM THK MKTIHHM OF THE KK- - and
world-wid- e
rut..I ILA
s.ihiiiiUM of "Secretary of
deep and abiding tenderness for his
charge
enormous
about
mu
the
FALL
1
1
AM
r
nai
hard
only child. The love affairs of this
Which the railroad make for "moving Peace." He has fought soni"
A New
York man gave a woman girl, with all her father's heritage of
STYLES
battles, hut Ihe were with blood less his seat
the crops."
and soon after got a fall that
weaknes-s- ,
make a novel
for Men
la
in eo nx lading its very interesting weapon.', and the ivsu'ta war.' victor- killed him. Too bad Iks? solitary in- strength and
l
rlirslatloa th in mmj ihr paper
of
intense
interest.
M
extra
prper
Saw
la
Kaw Meileu. Ttw iab
The greater the degiei
y ies for peace,
upon
artlele
subject,
N'ev
this
the
isof
direct
stance
courtesy
of
.Manhattan
this
émy
short
stories
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man that he could
ay. I pari of the
land more highly organised languages
(,nf have
uiimisl ufter prom- cerned will plosse nkc notice.
the field or the orchard t me i
I
things
ttents the
ara free, The arltrr of French. I take in, ,,i cicuiv
JKHVtl HOME HO,
fe III ei hi .ml ivieuti the taw mote
would relievo Ik railrondi" "f
ill, can rely mor. than the writer of other kind of pnlntln' all to pleoeai
Mnnltn dlepatettM aaf copies of balTHOU. WRltNER,
Id i', th' n the rourtl do, not owing
kh
big
Hem
of
Ihe
cent
ner
i.ree
English on Ihe guidance of definite lie folks he's welkin' fit furnish all
I to i iiv
THOU. DVJLAN,
hi vie tic or venaltty on (he part lot were stolen and used illegally In
jra Charge op to thva In ttoto line.
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For Sale

THERE IS

.

FARMS

NOTHING

i.-

Small and Large
RANCHES

!

$35 to $60

sell-mad-

Per Acre
LAND CO.

iui

Corner

Ame-I.u-

FACTORY

tern-findi-

-

hairman.
R. E. TWITCHELL

Secretary.

1

B. SPITZ.

$18.00
$30.00

rece-trac-

and Gold.

Third

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and all kinds
and far all purposes be made out
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress provided for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
comchairman of the
mittee, or in his absence by ifr"
acting chairman; that all bill
incurred must be properly vouch
ered before payment and audited
at any meeting of the auditing
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or in his absence
by the acting chairmanW. S HOPEWELL,

I

broad-minde-

J

,

J. BORRADILE

trcr

What the Editors
of the Southwest
A re Saying

VALLEY

RIO GRANDE

Chairman Audit. Com.
P, A. MACPHERSON,
GEORGE ARNCT.

k

1

ST. VINCENT'S

.

í

6

ACADEMY

sea-stor-

'

Boarding and Day School
For Young Ladies
and Misses.

i

In charge of Sisters of
Charity. For particulars,
address Sister Superior,
Sixth and New York Ave.,

E. L. Washburn i
Company

111

j

i

ls

I

New

Albuquerque,

Mex- -

ÜÜ1

514

ESTCtNTRALV'E.
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Clearance Sale

.

OF SUMMER SHOES

i

Every man, woman and child
within walking or riding distance
of our store can wive money by
taking advantage of this Cut Price
Sale.
The quality and vuriety of
styles will tempt any one, knuw-I- n
Shoe Economy.

super-bundafic-

plnk-chseke-

I

j

Our Window Displays

See

I

Women's low Shoes,
cut to $1.15.
Women's low Shoes,
cut to $1 .45.
Women's low Shoes,
cut to $1.95.
Women's low Shoes,
cut to $2.45.
Women's low Shoes,
cut to $2.85.

of

isjrii-berry?-

leg-llati-

a-- i

Men's low Shoes,
cut to $1.15.
Men's low Shoes,
cut to $1.95.
Men's low Shoes,
cut to $2.45.
Men's low Shoes,
cut to $2.85.

li-

iug-gestlo-

I

$1.50,
$1.85,
$2.50,
$3.00,
$3.50,
$1.50,
$2.50,
$3.00,
$3.50.

DAVIS & ZEARINC.

Kun-yan's-

aw Wast

(lots

xaiitlUENQUS,

Atsbsm

LBK SfXXlOS

.

s

llave the

finest thing la tie
gas or ssollo.
oven line for
stove, call and let us show them
in you.

i

i

.

1

-

Price $2.25
the billboards and sides of burns, too,
so he don't have to spend a cent
,
cunvus.
Exchange.

buy-In-

'

.

ly

our-aelve-

Cold ami Literal.
think Miss de Blank Is

Williams I
very rude.
Junes Whv
Williams I
day and asked

do you think that?
met her out walking toif I might see her home.
She suld yes, I could see It from
or the High school building and
that it wasn't necessary to go any
th'-to-

further.

The Heal Test of a Campaign.
"So you have gotten through with
your parly plutfut'tn und your letter of
acceptance T"
"Yes," Bnawered tho a inhibits.
"Then the hnrdest part of your work

la-e-

I

Exchange.

is

through."

"Not by any means. I haven't yet
thought up my epigrama." Exchange,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

IYPÉ

at its fruit- bearing age of uieful clti- FEVER; 115 zenshlp. Ten Year Progit; .
Ten years ato malaria and its meth- of prevention of a most important
fraternity alone; but toJay
i medical
the boy or girl of twelve or llfteen
years is badly educated who does not
know that the mosquito conveys the'
infection and that they breed in Mag-- ,
nant water. This has been accom- PREVENTION
piUhed for the most part, by the
teachers of the public schools, in
teaching the elements of hygiene in
the school courses, so that these chil-dre- n
ADDRESS BY DR. SMART TO
go out into the world at the end
school careers w ith the lunda- THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE of their ideas
of the dangers which be-- 1
mental
set society fróm contagious diseases
a general conception of the proper
Veteran of Battles Against and
method of combating them.
Disease in Cuba and the It Is therefore with the Idea in mind
of giving you such Information regardPhilippines Has Timely Ad- ing the origin, spread, and methods
of presentation of a most important
vice to Educators,
one of these Infectious diseases that I
have been asked to speak to you toOne of the most valuable papers day.
The cause of all contagious diseases
read before the Bernalillo-McKlnlewe now believe to be due1 to some of
county Joint teachers' Institute which the various
The
closed last week was that by Dr. Rob- greatest number are due to a class
ert Smart of this city, on the causes, known as bacteria. These are micromeans and infection and methods of scopic bits u protoplasm representing
prevention of the spread of typhoid the very lowest form of vegetable life.
fever. Dr. Smart kindly consented at They require for their growth and dethe request of the Morning Journal to velopment heat, moisture and organic
republish his paper which is in part matter, all of which they find In our
as follows and which is worthy the ecenomy and having these essentials
the develop simply by division, one
careful perusal of the public:
There was a time In the history of bacteria dividing into two new ones;
the world when the practice of medi- and this they do exceedingly rapidly
cine was shrouded in mystery; the art so that one bacteria will, within twenty-four
of healing In those days being relegathours, produce about one huned to the alchemists to many of whom dred million millions.
was conceded a superhumun power
Just as we ourselves, In our dever
to cast out the demons of disease, the opment, eat food and cast off the
secret for doing which was passed refuse which the body cannot make
down from one to his successor. Hut use of, so bacteria, in their develophappily those dark days are past and ment, excrete products and these are
with the enlightenment o civilization very poisonous substances, in most Inthe advances made in medicine have stances to the human being. These
become public property and not only substances are called toxins or poisons
Is it the desire that the discovery of
and It Is In the most cases these poisune scientist, and' any benefits derive!! ons which give rise to the fever, defrom It, should he known to other lirium and convulsions, which are the
physicians but that the public should symptoms of the contagious diseases.
know of them so that the general
For each of the contagious diseases
health of the community might be there is a peculiar bacteria which is
Improved thereby.
the Causative agent, without which the
In no branch of medicine has so
disease cannot be produced. Typhoid
much been accomplished within so
cannot be produced by the
short a apace of time as has been .fever
of diphtheria or any other exbadilas
done in hygiene. This has been made cept the bacillus typhosus.
possible chiefly through bacteriological
owing to the different ways in which
research. By this means the causative agent of a great number of the they grow on gelatine, agar, potato,
Infective diseases has been definitely bullion, milk, etc., the bacteriologist
may tell the different bacteria one
proved.
The cause having been determined, from another, just as the chemist may,
we have been able to institute rational by his different colored precipitates.
methods of dealing with the infection,: differentiate one metal from another
with the result that many of the in an unknown solution containing any
plagues of olden times, which wiped number of metals. Or the botanist
out large communities, are now im- tell you the name of a particular plant
mediately checked In their Inclpiency. from the peculiarities which it has In
For Instance, cholera, the great the number of stamens and petals and
of its stem and
scourge of the Orient, we know now the characteristics
to be due to a certain organism which leaves.
Methods of Preventing Typhoid.
pusses from the Intestines of one sick
On account of its prevalence and Its
with the disease; the discharges of the
patient sooner or later lind their way peculiarity in attacking those of school
Into some stream or river. This water age and of the fuct thut so much can
therefore becomes contaminated and be done In its prevention by education
I nm going to speak to you today of
persons drinking el M become
the origin, .spread, and methods of
infected with cholera
pr ventlon of typhoid fever,
We know also, Ihat the heat of boillis Cauto,
ing water will absolutely
kill
The disease Is caused by getting the
so that by the use of boiled
water for drinking purposes, by es- small Vegetable organism, the bacillus
chewing of raw fruits nad vegetables typhosus, into the nlimenlary canal
which might have been contaminated Unless this bacillus enters the body
by soiled choleric hands, one may live there can be no typhoid. This bacillus
with absolute security from cholera when It enters the body does SO usually by way of the mouth with food or
in a country infected with it.
This was most thoroughly impressed drink and the organism lodges In the
was with the Intestines ami here mullpllea and gives
upon me In I'iO'l when
army in the Philippines at the time rise to ulceration of the bowel and later
by abrasions produced in the small
when cholera was raging there.
In one village of l,5ill) persons there b)OOd vessels In the Intestine gets Into
were 1,000 cases and about 800 deaths the blood and is carried to nil parts
ln two weeks amongst the natives: of the body.
The bacilli leave Ihe body of the
while the one hundred odd soldiers living in the same villuge hud not a patient in all the evacuations in nor
Heine all o. the o
numbers.
unci
,
single case.
Nor would this frightful death rate Substances are particularly dam
have occurred amongst the natives had and to come In contact With lh in. or
It been possible to educate them of In contact with anything which lias
the cause of the disease and its meth- been soiled by them, is to Invite Infection in one's self.
od of spread. But It was not.
The Prevalence of Typhoid fever.
The advanced hygienic condition obThis disease Is found through the
taining In the United States at present is due to popular education and world and there are few communities
the laurel wreuth for this must not that pass a year without a case of the
disease cropping up; hut I wish to imdecorate the brow of the family
but must go where It belongs press two points upon you. Firs., In
to you, the great army of educators, respect to typhoid fever and the comwho sow the seed of hygienic knowl- munity; n large death rate from this
edge in the growing child ami who disease means Ignorance. There' is no
watch it and rear It during IU years way of better estimating the degree ol
of development and only leave it to civilisation or education of a commubegin on others, when it has arrlveo nity, than to look upon Its typhoid
death rate. Second. In regard to the
household; every case of typhoid originates from some one's Ignorance or
Nursing Mothers and
someone's negligence. If from negii-L.ncit cannot be too Strongly coned
Women
demned and If from Ignorance It canIn all stations of life, whoso vigor und not be too quickly corrected by eduvitality may have been undermined aai cation.
broken-down
by
xuctiiitf
iteuarc the Baccllliis.
social duties, the too frequent bearing of
The prevention of the disc Ms theDr.
In
Und
children, or other causos. will
oretically Is simplicity Itseli; do not
Pierce's Favorite Preset iptlon tho most
the bacillus of typhoid. Hut
swallow
r
potent. Invigorating restorative strength-giveever devised for their special bene- to keep away from a thing so small
that It cannot he seen Is not always
fit. Nurslngmotbers wHJnd It especialso easy.
ly valuable K sustaining belr strength
Practically prevention of the disease
and promotlngn abundant muirlshment
for the child. txpWtantjmtiicrs
too resolves Itself Into four lines of dewill And It a prllessHn?trSiyrtre t!m fense. 1st. The duly of (he physician,
system for baby's coming ana readying
2nd. The duties of the household In
the ordeal comparatively painless? J
which the disease occurs. 3rd. The
rsn do no harm In "V t'"i "r conditio.?
he female system.
duties of the public aulhorltles; and.
cate, nervous, weak women, who 4th, the duties of the educators.
suffer from frequent headaches, back1st. The duties of the physician.
ache, dragglng-uow- n
distress low down Ills duties ore chiefly to the patient
In the abdomen, or from painful or Irregular monthly periods, gnawing or dis- with Instructions to the family us to
tressed sensation in stomach, árij or rules and regulations concerning the
faint spells, soejinaginary specks or spots proper disinfection of the patient, his
floating beforcrycs, have disagreeable,
discharges, bedding, etc., which must
n
pelvic catarrhal drain, prolapsus,
or
or other displace- be carried out either by Ihe nurse or
ments of womanly organs from weakness more frequently by one of the family
who must act as nurse. Tile physician
of parts will, whether tbey experience
manv or onlv a few of the above svmn- - must also notify the board of health
toms, find relief and a permanent cure by of ,,, prPIM.n(.,. of the disease that
using limiuioiy aim lumy ueraisuuitay
they may be able as early ns possible
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
to take care of their duties.
specific for woman's
This
2nd. Tho duties of the household.
treaknesses and peculiar ailments is a
ure clycnrlc extract of the choicest na- 1- These are of Ihe utmost Importance.
.vltl.rtut
Hmn
I if. mullnln.l null.
If It were possible from today to prealcohol in lis saaKC-uaii lis ingredivent.
LIVE typhoid germs from leaving
English
In
plain
Its
on
printed
ents
and attested under oath. Dr. the sick room of the patient there
Pierce thus Invites the fullest Investiga- would be an end to typhoid fever. And
tion of his formula knowing that It will this must be the ulm of the duties of
be found to contain onlr tho best agents the household. They may he summed
known to the most advanced medical up In three words: 1st. Disinfection,
science of all tbo different schools of practice for the cure of woman's peculiar nd. Cleanliness. Srd. Isolation.
(Here follow extended directions ns
weaknesses and alimenta.
If you want to know more about the to the details of the care of the pacomposition and professional endorse- tient, precautions to be observed In
ment of the "Favorite Proscription." send entering his room or coming In conrequest to Dr. B. V. Pierce,
Swtal card
N. Y.. for his res booklet treati- tact with him or substances which ho
ng: of same.
has touched. The absolute isolation
You can't afford to accept as a retl- - of the patient Is required If the Infecjosiriun
Into for tbls remedy of known crwif
tion of others Is to be prevented.)
a secret nostrum o wvtwwn xmpup
S.
Duties of the public AulhorlDon't 4o Ik
tles.
The duties of Ihe household
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you bee are directed towards the pre- - Ity from the fact that they are over-- ;
ventlon of the spread of the Infection looked and go about spreading infecto the immediate members.
So the tion wherever they go.
duties of the public authorities are
Therefore make It a rule when a
to prevent contamination of the com- - child is dull, listless, apathetic, to
It is impossible for the Roard vestigate the cause before marking the
of Health to prevent the occurrence child as a bad student, remember-o- f
isolated cases but their duty is to ing that in such Instances It Is better
to err in nine cases and in the tenth
prevent Its becoming eptdemic.
case to catch a child with infectious
This they do by:
In one case and be
1.
Disinfection of the premises In diseases than to err n,neriKht ln the ,ner
which the disease occurs.
By selection of a pure water' The study of the hygiene in the
2.
of;llc 'hoola not only of typhoid fever,
and careful examination
this supply from time to time to In-- ! but of cn of ,ho contagious diseases,
18 "m tnat should not be slighted, as
sure its REMAINING pure.
properly conducted, it will be condu- sew3. By construction
good
a
of
,'
.
clve of great results,
erage system.
11 18 wrun
s.
,nat
lu
4.
By inspection of the dalr:es and
-

pub-supp- ly

'

ch,IJ-market-

ren cannot grasp such a subject, for,
'
hUa tnev are nul able lo understand
5.
By maintaining
general
the
lnt' theory of disease, it is not neces- cleanliness of the city.
thal tnty "houid.
Thclr duty in regard to the water
Hy appealing to the child's curlos-mosupply Is out of all proportion thei
Important, since in nine cases Ity a great deal can be done. Chlld-ou- t
of ten, typhoid Is communicated rOB are naturally full of questions and
nothing gives them more delight than
by this means.
To show you how readily an epl- -' the stories of natural history. As an
demlc may occur from a single case instance:
of typhoid I shall Instance only Me
While stationed In Cuba In a small
of the great number of such cpldem- - Inland town called Kanchuelo, as the
,
les. This one Is of importance how-- military medical officer, I was also
In showing how necessary are the! pointed chief
( the Board of Health,
duties I have spoken of above of pre- - The mosquitoes were 9 terrible scourge
venting by thorough disinfection, the n th, town due to the fnct that the
LIVE germs from leaving the sick people collected rain water In barrels
room.
an3 ln every back yard there was one
Plymouth In 1885 was n mining tow. or two barrels of water, and ..ver so
In western
Pennsylvania
of about manv tin cans, each of which held
8000 persons.
They obtained their water and formed admirable breeding
water supply from a pure mountain ! places for the millions of mosquitoes,
stream and stored it in four reservoirs
on either side of this small town
several miles from the town.
yellow fever appeared and It became
On January 2. 1885, u man llvlngja matter of some moment to rid the
hear the reservlors became sick with town of Kanchuelo of the mosquitoes
typhoid fever; the man was sick all or else have an epidemic of ycilow
during the winter.
fever.
Now while the heat of bulling water
The thought occurred to me to teach
will kill the germ of typhoid fever, the school children how the moaqut-freezin- g
will not and as n consequence toes grew, from on egg laid by the
In April when the
warm weather female. In stagnant water, that from
came, the snow melted and ran Into 'the egg It passed Into several differ-th- e
stream at the bottom of the bill lent stages to finally the full grown
carrying with It bacteria which had j mosquito. (It had been quite Impos-bee- n
accumulating during the winter, slble to make the parents of tln se
eventually found their way In- - dren believe that the wriggling unl-t- o
the reservoirs and the town wat-- 1 mals I had shown them In their water
er mains so that on April 9th the first barrels would become mosquitoes)
cases began to appear In the town
To do this I got the superintendent
and from this time on for several of the schools there to glv all the
weeks there were from fifty to one teachers a lecture upon lb develop-hundre- d
new case s every day. This inent of he mi ;qulto and hnu It, Whet)
one case on the mountain side gave grown, . i'i d malaria and yellow
In that town of Plymouth to 1104, ver.
I thct: tock a number
cases of which one hundred and twend
of
ty died.
s
b.tlies. filled then
Could anything better emphasize
fc.ii of water an i placed a
what I have tried to Impress on you number of mosquito egg In a and
In the cares of the household?
covered toe toil of the Jar with cheese
I have told you that the lack of doth,
These Jars were out upon the
typhoid death rate In a community
might be taken as an Index of (he teacher's desk and she explained to
progrcssiveness.
tnc entunen me growth of the mosIn this we of the United States are quito as It had been explained to her
much behind the Europeans, who, on and told them to watch for the changaccount of their crowded commiinl- - es and Inform her as soon as they oc- tles, have long ago recognized What CttrrSd.
we are now only beginning to see,
The children took enormous Interfile necessity of purifying their water est each trying to be the first to see
the change from egg to larvae to pupa
supplies.
Contrast the death rate for every and finally to mosquito.
They were then told of the dangers
100,000 persons In 1905 of Berlin 6.3,
Dresden 3.7, Lelpseg, 3.2, Bremen 3.7, "f the mosquito in conveying the
with Philadelphia 65. Washington 53, dreaded fetere amarillo, malarln, and
told tp look for the very young mos- Baltimore 17, and Pittsburg 144.
,
.
.
. .. .. . .. ..
. .
. .1
m .t
men uhck,' .yarns
in watei
ii must uc said in justice to eacn
of those cities that they are now at palls, etc
work on the Improvement of their
The result of this was that these
children soon had in almost every
water systems.
Well waters nre dangerous waters house n Jar tied up with the lurvue
for drinking purposes' particularly the in it showing their parents the expershallow ones. They are a necessity iment and these young children, from
In the country but unless over fifty six to fourteen years old, became my
feet In depth and In sandy soil should sanitary brigade and when I left Kanchuelo six months later you could
not be used without boiling.
You have seen that the typhoid sleep there without a netting In albacillus is not killed by freezing there- most absolute freedom from mo. qui
toes.
fore Ice may be a means of transmitI mention this as an experience of
ting the' disease.
The fact that ice is made artificially my own as to what may be dono with
from distilled water does not mean children.
I do not wis
that it may not be contaminated, as It
t yju to believe ihat by
teaching the cause a. d method of premay become so by handling.
In 1902 thirty-nin- e
persons took the vention of typhoid and other infecdisease In St. Laurence hospital at tious dlseasis that J'OU are arcing to
ogdensburg, New York, on account of have ImmelU'ciy beneficial result;
the ice having been put down on the it takes time to accomplish things of
door step (if the hospital where a few this kind.
But When the generation you nre
minutes before a nurse had placed a
slop pan containing ihe water in which teaching no,. grow up to manhood
a typhoid patient had been bathed with bron.i Ideas on sanitation .nd
and In putting It down some of the the prophylaxis of disease then yon
water had slopped over onto the will sec the good Ihat Is accomplished
by the seed you sow now.
steps.
There is in this country now i.o
The duties of educators regarding
typhoid fever should be simply that great moral crusude against alcohol
they should themselves
know the going on, and still you notice stute
cause of the disease; and tho methods after state voting prohibition, and
necessary under ordinary circum- why? Because the physlologlcnl use
and abuse of ulcohol began to be
stances to prevent infection.
some
To recognize nnd teach, that it may taught In the public schools
twenty years ago and the children,
be conveyed by water, Ice, milk,
and vegetables, but chiefly by who learned that physiology then, are
water. That the use of boiled water now the voters of the country. It Is
absolutely prevents Infection from that simply education and enlightenment In
source. That In a community where the right direction.
So let It procO'td and what has been
typhoid is prevalent the use of ice ln
water for drinking Is dangerous since accomplished In malaria, alcohol and
the Ice may be Infected; therefore, tuberculosis muy be Increased to In.
coo) the water without putting any elude the other dhvs(es knowr to science ns the PREVBNTABiil
DISIce into It. ,
To teach the importance of flies In EASES.
this connection and bring up to the
rising generation to look upon the
screening of kitchens as a necessity
and not a luxury.
Further, to prevent school children
from infection not only from typhoid,
but from all the other Infectious diseases; to insist upon each child using
PROMISED
no pencil other than Its own; to use
scratch pads in place of slates; to
have in éach school room drinking
cups numbered and that each child
shuuid use his own numbered cup Affair Given by Immaculate
and no other. To teach each child the
Conception
Church
Choir
necessity of cleanliness as a prevention of disease.
Proves Musical Treat
Lessons of this sort even to very
Large Attendance,
small children have, I believe, a fur
more reaching effect than most persons believe.
St. Mary's hall was filled to the
Again the teacher may he the first doors lost night, the occasion helnir
to notice the beginning of disease In the concert
of the
for the benellt
child. All these Infectious disease church building fund given by the
begin with symptons vague In charac- choir of the Immaculate Conception
ter, In some children more marked church. The concert was a musical
than In others, but always with
treat, every number being most pleas
und apathy and disinclination antly rendered and the program, pubto attend to their studies. They lished yesterday, was exceedingly well
should not be abruptly reprimanded chosen and nirnnged. The choir will
by the teacher but should be the sub- give
a similar concert every two
ject of Inquiry as to whether, for In- months until the completion of thi
stance, nny person was sick In the church Improvements, the proceeds to
child's family or whether the child all gu to this fund.
had been visiting a sick friend, etc.
No one Is Immune from kidney
There are many cases of typhoid
fever In which the symptons aro so trouble, so Just remember thst Folight that a child may continue at ley's Kidney Remedy will stop the Irschool through Ihe dsiease and only regularities and cure any esse of kidappear dull and more or less careless ney or blsdder trouble thst Is not be
Hold by
about his studies and yet these cuses yond the reach of medicine.
are the most dangerous to s commun- - J. II. O'RIally Co.
j
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MORE CONCERTS

ss

1908.
clever bi'l of vaudeville snd moving
pictures was presented and enjoyed by
all. Prof. Dupont, the novelty Instrumentalist, was substituted for the
musical whistler, and made a big lilt
with his clavar music.
Mr. Dupont
pia)
wnai nc cans u uuuna, which
under Ills touch, sounds like either a
piano or a full .band. Patriotic mu-- I
sic and Classics as well as the popular
songs of the day, were given and he
was forced to respond to several en
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FIFTY CHILDREN

ON

DAY'S OUTING

Array of Trophies in Williams
Salvation Army Picnic for the
cores.
Drug Store Has Attracted
Waifs at Schwartzman's
The Chamberlains, aislsted by
Walsh, presented
Arthur
and
Much Attention Among the a screaming Irish farce sallad '"ihe
Grove Most Successful Ever
be
proved
to
Second
Jeffries,"
which
Given in the City,
Chicken Fanciers,
A funny Irishman hapa corker.
pened Into a hotel where the champion Jeffries Is expected and Is taken
Infor him. That the gang didn't
partment exhibit at the Irrigation con- tend to do u tiling to the real prize
gress, are beginning to receive re fighter is evidenced by what happens
Mr. Chamberlain is a
turns from the strenuous efforts they the Irishman.
have been making for some time past gnat Irishman, and the other charto make the bird exhibit noteworthy acters were well taken.
Several clccr moving pictures, noand the indications are that it will be
one of the most interesting on the tably "John's New Suit," rounded out
grounds. A handsome display of sli- the most acceptable show.
ver cups offered as prizes to exhibitors
is now bel n
made at Williams' drug
store on Central avenue and Is attractA number M
ing much attention.
substantial cash prises arc also offered
as additional incentives to make exhibits. Large and commodious quarters for the poultry are now being
I
The members
of the committee
which has charge of the poultry de-

Over fifty poor children were lven
a most enjoyable day's outing ye'iter- day at Schwartsmnn's grove south of
the city by the Salvation Army. In
'addition io plenty of fresh air and
sunshine and fun the children enjoyed
a feast of good things to eat, prepared
by Captain and .Mrs. Kohn and the
The pi nln
attaches of Ihe army.
groi.úd was an Ideal spot for the oul-- i
Ing with plenty of large shade trees
'and inris of green grass where tlie
GO SSlldren romped until tiny were
TWELVE
weary.
Charles IS, Maples supervised
the giiines and a number of prises
were given for running. Jumping "nl
so on. It was a very tin d and very
happy crowd of young people thut
boarded the Wanner and Adams express wagons in tic , veiling for ll W
There was still plenty ol enthus! sin
Heavy Piopeity Loss Results left, however, as shown by Ihe nolis
tinurchins made as the wagOIW
Freight passed through the streets. Ons ,n
fiom
Disastrous
which was heard several times rati
Smashup on the Santa Fo somewhat as follows and was given
With a particular Sesf
j

GARS

erected at the exhibition grounds and
competent attendants will be on l)and
at all times to see thut the birds re
ceive proper cure. There will be no
entry fees charged and exhibits ure
expected from all over the country
The entries will not be restrict d t"
the southwest alone, but will be worldOwing to the fuct that large
wide.
numbers of people from all over the
country will be present, poultry raisers
will take advantage of the contest and
make exhibits which will surpass any
previous poultrj chow lo id in the
west. The exhibitors will have an opportunity to dispose of their birds In
the event they desire to do so.
A lengthy write-u- p
of the exhibit.
Which recently appeared ln a Ocnver
poultry magazine Is evidence that th
ntesf is cieating considerable attention. In addition to the cash prises
,ac following special cups and trophies
are offered,. to become the absolute
propery of the winner alter they have
been awarded:
Barred ltocks Best trio The T. J.
Sawyer sliver cup.
White RocksBest cock. The J. ('.
Baldridge sllVSr cup.
Rhode Island Iteds -- Hest trio. The
E. J. Strong silver cup.
Beat trio. The
White Wyandotte
Superior Planing Mill company's sliver cup.
White Leghorns Best pen. The K
W. Fee silver cup.
Brown Leghorns Best pen. Wll- llgma Drug company silver cup.
Huff Orpington, Single Comb- - Best
The D. II. Boatrlght silver cup
Van tamS Best trio. Any breed Th,
H. 8. Llthgow silver cup.
Black Mlnorcas Best cock. M. Ber-ge- r

i

on Cajon

:

Pass,

Trainman from the west yesterday
reported a disastrous freight wreck
on the Santa IV near Kei nlirook, on
the Cajón SSS, An extra fiel.uhl train
with about fifty loaded cars was cnt- ting out a few cars to leave on the
Keenbrbok siding when the ''ear part j
Of the train, left Mandlng a mile up
the grade, broke loose ami thunder- Ing dOWII the hill crushed Into the fore
part of the train. Twellve cars loaded with coal were hurled Into the
ditch, and completely demolished.
were
cars
badly
Several other
Smashed,
Py a miracle all the train
crew escaped without Injury.
The
damage will read) thousands of dollars an.l traffic was blocked for
pari of I day,
I

-

FALSE ALARMS CALL
OUT FIREMAN

all v . cup.

Best

Silver

cock.

cup donáted hy the Peters Paper company, of Denver, Colo.
Rhode Island Reds Best cock. Silver cup by Peters Paper company, of
Denver, Colo.
Buff Orpington Best cock. Silver
cup by Peters Paper company, of
Denver, Colo.
Brown Leghorns Best cockerel. Set
of garden tools, consisting of spade,
shovel, rake and hoe, by Whitney
Hardware company, of Albuquerque,

Million

Over

Welcome
New Arrivals at University of
Dance and
New Mexico,
Banquet Following,

Old

Previous Cured Hay Fever ami Summer

Students

Will

The reception which will be given
to (in new University students by tin
old students In the Library hall
promises to be a very pleasant
affair. A committee Of eighteen of
the students win, have attended ihe
University In previous years, has been
hard at work for the past few iln-

h

perfecting arrangements for tin- svent,
Kmmons, chairman of the
oontmlttee, has left nothing undone
to make the reception a pleasant social function. Addresses of welcome
will be made by Ihe members of the
faculty and tin old students, and responses will he made by the newly
registered student.'-- A dance and banquet will follow ihe Informal recepQ rover C.

.

tion.

Colds.

j

Nusbaum, Hatesvllle, Indiana,
"Last year I suffered fori
writes:
three months with a summer cold so
distressing that it Interfered with my
business. I had many of the syinp-- I
toma of hay fever, and a doctor's pre-- 1
scrlptlon did not reach my case, and I
took several medicines, which seemed
only to aggravate It. Fortunately I
Insisted Upon having Foley's Honey-anTar. It quickly cured me. My
wife has since used Foley's Honey
nind Tar with the same success." Sold
by J. H. O'Reilly & Co.

COVETED TROPHY GOES
TO REGULAR ARMY MAN

A. S.

Year's Record,
returns presented to

According to
.the state boa.d of equalisation in ( au- fornia the lineH of the Santa Fo In
that state made a remarkable good
showing In the fiscal year which ended
dross earnings of
on June 30 last,
these llneB showed an Increase of
howOwing
more thnn $2,uU0.U00.
t,IM,M
ever to an Increase of
net earnings
In operating expenses,
decreased about SMIO.OOO.
Gross earnings of these lines for the
705, lift"; operatyear amounted to
ing expenses to $10,5113.110, nnd net
Saratoga to fl.ttl.i4f. Bar 'he previous year the figures were: dross

Parry, Ohio, Aug. 20.
Hearst of the Culled Mates
infantry won the president's contest
today, the closing event 111 the national rifle association's tournament
His score was 304 against a field of
L'iT other contestants.
Captain F. W.
Allen of Massachusetts took second
prlSS the silver medal, with a score
of 302. Third place and the bronze
medal was tuken by Lieutenant S. A.
Harris, I'nlted States Infantry, by a
on of 300.
Camp

Sergeant

A.

--

nhvr thv Tnanoular

ern-Ing- s,

113,035,571. ope'atlng expenses,
$7,89C.6'J0, nnd net earnings. $5,739,-88-

1.

(iross earnings of the entire system
for the vear were: $93.68.1.407; operating expenses, $61.817,062,, nnd net
The total Inearnings. $31,866,355.
come for the year was $32,906.860.
VlXOd charges amounted to $11,487,-135- ,
while the amount spent for betterments nnd additions was $9,660.000
nnd other deductions amounted to
$382,226. The su'plus for the year for
the entire system was $11,377,498.
This surplus would be equal to about
7
per cent on the stock of the
enmpuny. It paid dividends of 5 peí
cent, so there will he a considerable
balance to carrv forward to ' the credit
of the new year.
E. P. Ripley, president of the company, does not take as optimistic a
View In the Immediate future as some
of his contemporaries. He thinks thst
any immediate Increase In traffic will
come wholly from the movement of
the new crops, and this forms but u
smnll portion of the road's traffic.
What he would like to see would be o
revival of activity In the Industrial
and mercsntlle worlds, hut this, he
says, hns not occurred, and thus far
he can see no unmistakable signs of
Its Immediate apprnnch.

FIRST CLASS BILL PUT
ON AT CRYSTAL THEATER
Although Charlee HoWlson did not
to appear last night, a very

arrive

IT TIE

lIURf TONIGHT

1

Two

of the army. AJI the children ara
vlted to come next Wednesday after
noon at :' o'clock and the major will
II, will hold
give tin m a big trial.
public meetings In the avenlnga and
the public is invited to attend. The
admission will be free, meetlii.;:i eoi.i- menclng at x i m.

Long Run to Highlands Quickly Followed by Another on
West Side; Chemical Wagon
Horse Seriously Injured,

Crossed wires, of the work of some
mlschlvlous Individúala was responsible for considerable grief tor the (Jre
department this morning, ai I : SO an
alarm was turned In from South Bdlth
street.
The department responded
promptly, only to find everything calm
nnd peaceful In the llihlan !: and n
sign of a lire anywhere. The men
N. M.
the station
White Leghorn Best cockerel. M- had nscarcely returnedwastoSounded,
wln another alarm
tills
cintosh Hardware company. Albuquerque, N. M., offer a roll Ol K.u foot of time from the corner of Third Street
hoVSSS,
The
and Tijeras avenue.
ujre poultry netting,
wearied by their long run lo the Highmesh.
lands, were again hitched up and driven at a gallop to the scene of the
supposed lire.
SANTA FE MAKES A As before everything was foun
calm and peaceful. In responding to
the second alarm, "Slim," one ol tin
handsome black horses, which pull
the combination ROSS and chemical
GOOD SHOWING
wagon, fell and was dragged some
thirty feet hi lore his companion in
harness could be stopped, it is feared
the animal Is seriously hurt, though
Gross Earnings of Lines in the' full extent of his Injuries coutd
not lie learned at un early hour tills
California Show Increase of morning.
two-Inc-

The officers of the Si vutlon Avniv
wish to thank the public for the kin I
assists nee in tho way of donations Of
money and other things to make the
picnic a success.
Beside the refresh-ther- e
were
mi nts mentioned ahoy,
potalyi salad, pies, coffc, and h mon- gde,
(in Tuesday nnd Wednesday, Align ! :'."i and
Major John WIIIK of
San francisco. Cal, young people's
fe. retal y for all Ihe country Weal of
the Rockies, will VlsH this ' ity in the
Hlteresl ol tin young people's work

RECEPTION

S--

Barred Rocks

'Ice Cfi am and Cake.
SanwichcH and Pop;
The Salvation Armv
Is I'lght on the Spot

3

mm
N
rJpf(PUpwardsof IOOMillis
i.
larmer
dollars annually paid U
l
Dancy onu wn noui wiih.ii u
brewed, in various pan's oí America, that grand
beverage which nourishes ana tettesncs out nation.
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Come, have a taste

of true quality.
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COMPANY

Wholesale bealrta,
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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GEO. W. HJICKOX COMPANY
TMS OLD ESI AND LABS EST HWKLBT HOISK IM MEW MEXICO
STOCK ALWAYS COMPLETE AMD NEW
END IN VOCE WATCHES.
WVIX BET AJA THEM
AIJU (Jl EKQIC N.
1M A nasi HrM.

F.

.
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!!

STRONG

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
I Lacfy Assistant
-
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THE MOST
POPULAR
AMUSEMENT PLACE
IN THE CITY.

mimnitf.

Th

I

uUpbuu

la No.

YjITCast.

i

-

k-c-

CRYSTAL
-

Mubbs Laundry Co.
Best"

"Our

Lew-Inso-

n.

Chafing Dishes
l

Palace
EVERITT, The Diamond
avf... albuqi erque.
central

WHITNEY COMPANY
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
Valves, Fitting Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
Albuquerque, N, M.

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM

Louis.
E Mahamm,

of 516 West Central
avenue, returned yesterday from a
Ihlrly days' trip to New York and Chicago, where he has been laying In his
fall and winter stock. He reports excessively hot weather In both cities,
the residents of the more crowded districts sleeping upon the sidewalks and
spending the
roofs, and frequently
nights upon the street cars In order to
avoid the heat.
Albuquerque's
Charley
How ison,
own vaudeville .star, who was billed to
appear at the Crystal theater last
night, failed to show up for some unaccountable reason and his
was n keen disappointment.
management
ami
the
Both
his family all of whom were at the
nation to meet the train from the

wired to Immediately and It la hoped he will put In
an appearance later on.

west.

Howlson

was

PHONE

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

First and Tijeras

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything

Affairs,

in Stiff and

About Business, law,
Estate
Interests,

I Stetson I

Soft Styles
THE STETSON

The State
National Bank

and $5.00
Every Stetson boars
the Stetson name

Albuquerque

U

J

Darby Hati ia ill the Utmt Biyles.

of those nifty HART
They possess all the
Suits.
SCHAFFNER
latest designs and are the leading line of America. No
trouble to show them to you.
We

aiso are showing some
& MARX

From now on,
wc shall carry
n

FUIJi

LINK of

SIMON STERN

In connection

FRESH MEATS

with our
Grocery

The

Di na i't tut nt.

Central Avenue Clothier

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.

1024 North Fourth Street.

E. F. SCHEELE

MOTHER
night and will
The film is one
market and is

Colombo theater last
be repeated tonight.
of the latest on the
also one of the best.

ALBUQUERQUE WELL

The film Is interesting fram starl to finish and
True to life
should not be missed.
in every detail, it contains a sentimental story, which in addition to being
Intensely appealing and capable of
lessons, Is also
teaching practical
very Interesting. It will be repeated

tonight for the last time.
The bill consisted of three comic
showing the
films, "The Tragedian,"
trial of this actor In trying to rehearse his parts In a rooming house.
The "Little Madcaps." depicts the limits the small boy and girl with plenty
of nerve, will reach In order to have
fun at some one's else expense. "Anti-Hai- r
Powder," the funniest of all,
proves that science has discovered a
powder that will remove hair, instantly, from a face, fur coat, or a Chinaman's cue, in fact from a
escape. "The Foundling," Is the story
of a life filled with hardship and
brutal treatment. In youth, but develops Into a beautiful love story. The
entire picture program with new
songs, will be repeated tonight.

RECOVERS;

SOU ROES

MADE

If

Fried in pure lard. The kind
we have been looking for.
If you try them you will want
more.

MRS, ARIAS WILL SURVIVE
WILD RIDE ON PILOT

Pastors Take Leading Part in Yesterday's Program at Mountainair Chautauqua,

pound
35c per pound

10c per

Two Local

halr-hreat-

Albuquerque

She Was Hunting
When Struck by Train Be-

Boy Whom

was

Steam Knglneering. Pullen.
Engineers'
Supplee's Mechanical
Reference Hook.
Modern Steam Rollers.
Alternating Current Wiring and
Distribution.
Prevention of Accidents.
Dictionary.
Illustrated Technical
Vol. I.
Elements of Machinery and
Tools Most Frequently Used, Vol. II.
Klectrlcal Engineering, including
and Telephony, 4,000 Illustrations and numerous formulae.
Hiilldlng Construction for Heglnners.
Hulldlng Construction, Pnrt I.
Complete Modern Carpentry.
Complete Trcntlse On The Steel
Square.
Brooks' Automobile Hand Rook.
a
W'f had shipped In by mistake
lot of Popular Mechanics' Shop Notes,
vols. I, II, III, IV; a complete set
These are worth 12.00. We will sell
the sets while they last for $1.25.
STRONG'S HOOK STORE.
Next Door to P. O
Phone 1104.
EVERT ONE IS TAT.MWO ABOUT
DOR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
SOT GIVEN US TOITR8. IK SO
AONURY. BACK
NOW. IMPERIAL
OF POSTOFFICIB.

'

comes So Violent He Has to
Be Fastened With Chains,

on the program

The condition of Mrs. Dolores Arias,
who was struck and seriously Injured
by Santa Fe train No. 1, Wednesday
evening which attempting to croKs the
tracks at the woolen mills crossing,
was reported .slightly Improved at St.
Joseph's sanitarium last night and it
Is likely thut the woman will recover.
She sustained a fractured skuii aim
two broken ribs. The accident Which
happened to Mrs. Arias, while unfortunate, might have easily been worse.
The woman was scooped up by the
pilot on the engine of the train and
arrled to the Santa re depot, a mne
from where the accident nappeneu.
At the time the train struck the buggy
In which Mrs. Arias was riding, she
was searching for her son, Adolph
frailer. Cruder, who is a young man
years of age. has been
twentv-twmentally unbalanced for three years
During all that time Mrs. Arias har,
refused to allow the boy to he sent
to an asylum and has cared for him
Wednesday afterIn her own home.
noon he escaped from her and she was
searching for him when hit by the
train. The boy was eVrond by the police later In the down town district.
Crnder was taken to his mothers
home on South First street and placed
Yesterday morning he
In his room.
became exceedingly violent and broke
down the door of his room nnd created such a dlsturhpnce that he was
taken to the county Jail. Yesterday
he Was brought before
afternoon
Judge Ira A. Abbott and examined as
to his insanity.
Dr. Walter G. Hope, the examining
physician, declared the boy Insane and
recommended that he be sent to the
asylum.
Charles Grande, who lives next door
TONIGHT
to Mrs. Arias, testified that Crader had
been Insane for four months past and
that he took frequent violent spells.
The court then committed the young
to the territorial asylum at
Well Known Party Men Will man nnd
he will be taken to that
by two deputy
Make Addresses at Jollifica- place this morning
sheriffs.
Crader became so violent yesterday
tion .to Be Held In Club
that It was found necessary to chain
his hands to prevent him from dolnif
Rooms This Evening,
himself bodily Injury.
The Young Men's Republican club
DYNAMITERS
will hold a meeting tonight In the ALLEGED
handsomely appointed club rooms, at
INDICTED AT OAKLAND
which meeting an Interesting program
will be participated In by a number of
20.
Peter
Aug.
Cal.,
Oakland.
the leaders of the party In this city.
Clnudlanes. who was recently urrested
The progrum Is us follows:
atIn Chicago on the charge of an
Song Campaign number
Mnle Guurtct tempt to kill former Supervisor Jumes
witGov. E. 8. Btover T. Gallagher, one of the principal
Address
bribIn
the
prosecution
the
Frank Ackermun nesses for
Addreas
ery graft cniies of San Francisco, was
Presentation to the club of a largo
Indicted here today by the Alameda
speech
presentation
and
flag
silk
county grand Jury together with his
Johnson
Gol.
by
brother, John Clnudlanes and Felix
.
.
Banner"
Song "Star Spangled
Qunrtet Pnudevnrls on the specific charge of
Addr'ese. .
John W. Wilson placing dynnmlte under a building
George S. Klock with Intent to demolish í It.
Addreas
40.11011 in tin
Ball waa placed nt
vs. dog.
badger
fight;
finale,
Grund
has not yet
Paudevarls
of
In
each.
case
Oo
Home
to
Sona- "I'm Afraid
apprehended.
Entire Mule Chorus been
the Durk"
o

WINDOW 8TxAIE8

In stock said made to order, lowest
Satisfaction guarantaed. Fu- nrlcea.
trelle Furniture Co.

MEEIS

as

.

1--

4

Just in a shipment of Macaroni, Spaghetti, Vermicelli.

CLUB

Hook.

ALBUQUERQUE

IN

Potato Chips

10

REPRESENTED AT

well represented
at the Mountainair
Chautauqua assembly at the resort
among the pines yesterday. Rev. J. C.
Rollins, of the First Methodlat church
of this city, occupied the whole of the
afternoon session with u reading of
Rmersonis "Smoky Ood," giving an InA Boon to Elderly People.
Most elderly people have some kld- - teresting talk on his Interpretation of
nev or bladder elisoraer tnat is nmn the theories advanced by the poet In
painful and dangerous. Foley's Kid- thai work. Dr. Itollins Is preparing n
ney Remedy has proven a boon to review of "The Smoky God" which
published soon.
many elderly people as It stimulates will be Hugh
A Cooper, pastor of
Rev.
the urinary organs, corrects Irregu First Presbyterian church here, In the
the
sysup
whole
the
larities and tone
gave his Interesting and enevening
Kidtem. Commence taking Foley's
tertaining lecture. "Pallssy the Potney Remedy at once and be vigorous.
ter." which was much enjoyed.
-- Sold b J. H. O'Reilly & Co.
Judge H. F. Adams of this city Is
also nt Mountainair and is participatprogram.
A WORD TO THE MECHANIC. ing in the Chautauqua
Yesterday morning Rev. 0. A. Carver, of Estancia, mude an address n
Tin re Is no royal road to success In did also Rev. J. L. Rupert, of Alamo-gordo- ,
e
Ninety-ninout
any Held of action.
Haptlst colporteur In this terof every hundred achieve It. You see ritory.
day.
men climbing right by you every
L. Rrndford
Prince
Do you wonder why? Oh, you say, will make an interesting historical ud- 'they have a pull." Don t delude dress this evening. Rev. John R. Cass
ourself; the chances are they are of this city also being on today's proitudylng the technique while getting gram.
the practice. They know tvhy. ami
Or. Rollins returned last night from
hold the high salaried positions. If Mountainair.
He says that for a llrsf
you still do the hard work and get attempt the assembly Is proving much
ss pay, nobody Is to blame but your more than was nopes tor n, ins at
self. Quit knocking and get busy, tmr tendance being much larger than ex
Uock of Mechanical Hooks will be the pected. The management Is entitled
A
Mexico.
most complete in New
to ereut credit for the success It Is
aumlier ordered are not yet in, but making of the enterprise.
here are some that came today:
Standard Hand Hook for Klectrlcal
Engineers.
Kent's Mechanical Engineers' Hand REPUBLIC A N

Is being
Considerable complaint
made of the carelessness of hunters
near Barelas and the southern part
Yesterday ioitip per
of the city.
sons were shooting at a mark and
bullets whistled about a house beyond
the target, one passing close to the
head of a woman In the house. The
people down there promise to prose
cute the next offender to the full ex
tent of the law If the practice is not
HARNESS
stopped
SADDLES
CORNER
W. P. Rendle, who has charge of th"
LrraBF-- U JWw-- II
coal chutes and water service on th
Eastern railway of New Mexico, was
after
painfully Injured Wednesday
noon while riding a railway motir
ear near Sonnyslde, N. M. The i.n
overturned and pinned Mr. Bendl
beneath it, crushing his left leg nir!
him. H" wis
otherwise Inlurlng
brought to Albuquerque Inst night and
taken to the Santa Fe hospital for
treatment.
park commission of this city
SANTA ROSA Is The
ALBUQUERQUE
LAS VEGAS
perfecting plans for a new park to
be bounded by Oofd and Silver avenues and Hill and tocust streets in
the Highlands W. R. Matton, of the
Love,
Are You Worried
forest service, has agreed to carry out
the plans of the commission and will
Real
Mining
arrive gome time In October to superHome
vise the work. The park site was dowpon
call
nated by the Terrace Addition Imso,
to
fall
do
not
If
sny
Problem?
Ufe'a
of
In
fart
Or
provement company and Is an Ideal
MhU.
Clairvoyant
Trans
wonderful
the
MM
Courtney,
e Witt T.
one
psat
for the purppae. such a park bethe
city
In
for
bunted
jrnnr
uni of lle age. who lias imw brn
needed In that part of the
ing
badly
life.
upon
you
affalra
of
advkn
all
four month, ami who Uvea
city.
AVENIIK.
CENTRA
li
MS
OFFICE: (KA NT B1.IM4..
interesting mm
An eareptlonally
to S P. M. PMOHK 74.
ROOM 5. Hill IW: D TO II A. M
"Just Plain Folk." waa shown at the

1402

N. Y.

Better Than Ever
Prices, $3.00, $4.00

.

Tonight

orders solicited.

Leader in

I

Change

Mail

Are Here
THE KNOX
Recognized

nit

Theater

WAGONS,

Hats for
Fall 1908

Our

í
awnAT a great many of Albuqner-íque's representative business men
af ttIK individuals continue to trans-fe- r
their bank accounts to the State
National Is ample evidence that "The
Old Reliable" Is delivering the goods.
Confidently believing we can make
we
I he connection mutually profitable,
would like to have YOUR account,
finding assnreil our splendid facilities
will In every way meet the require-ment- a
discriminating
of the

J

.

re-

Goods

rt

COLOMBO

nounce that our Fall Stock of goods is rapidly being
ceived and the goods placed on sale.

the

The Savoy restaurant continues: to
be patronized to the limit of the place.
If you hnve not yet tried their service,
do so. You will be more than well
,
pleased.
Mrs Robert Cassady. wife of the

II.

some excellent values in lightweight
Suits, Underwear and Furnishings, we also wish to anWhile we still have

Delivering

Nsw Mexico
Washington. Aug
government farmer at Laguna, passed
and Arttona aPrtly cloudy Friday, through the city last night en route
The Best Moving Pictures
showers in north portion; Saturday home after visiting o few months with
ahowera.
her parents In Maryland.
The Best Illustrated Songs
H. C.
Kircher. president of the
Insure In the Ociaentnl Ufa.
company of Peoria.
Buggy
Ktrcher
The Best Singing
W. f. Hunter 1m here on business Ill has arrived in the city to remain
from Antic, N M.
Indefinitely on account of his health.
The Best Place to Spend
He Is accompanied by his wife.
C. II, WelM and WW of Helen,
vlMlt in
rived last night for a
the Evening in the City.
meeting. ...of the Presby-- I
The regular
.
i
..i ,i
the city
terlan Missionary society win ue now
Swiss at the home of Mrs. S. Wolking. 613
New shipment "f Imported
Morning, Afternoon and
and ouefort cheese at the San Joso Eighth street at 2:33 Friday afternoon, August 21.
Market.
Evening Sessions.
yesterday
There will be a regular meeting of
returned
K. U Washburn
B. s. at the Masonic
on the limited from a five weeks' stay Adah Chapter
Temple this evening at S o'clock. !ty
In California.
Only One Moving Picture
order of the Worthy Matron, TemperRobert Sinclair of the Cliff Luii-be- r
Whlteomb, secretary.
ance
Performance Beginning
company, H nerf' "n business from
at 8:30.
Almost every seat in the Rink was
Cliffs. Arizona.
taken Inst night, and each occupant
Miss bulu May Palmar will give a
COCXXXXXXXXXiOOOOOOOOOOOCXX: concert Tuesday. September 1. at the was well pleased with the new pictures, they are certainly near perfecCongregational church
tion in this class of entertainment.
Arthur Heyn, travelliiiK salesman
The Young People's city Union will
of the American Lamber company. ft hold its regular meeting at the
on a business trip to J. an
church Friday night, Au
' gas.
gust 11, at 8 o'clock. Each church
RhOdea and Mre. is expected to be well represented.
Mrs J Iv D
children of Tyi one.
and
Lawla
Ream
V
Phone 471.
K. Marmon, son of R. G. Mar- M
near Silver City, were vldlors mon, civil
engineer at Laguna, N. M-here yesterday.
spent yesterday in the city and left
MEM lODC Reynolds and Miss Ornee last night for home.
Mr. Marmon has
Hobhi returned to the city last even- been spending several weeks visiting
ing after spending several week In in South Dakota.
Michigan.
James Peters and Thomas Carney,
James II. Smith, deputy United formerly with the American Lumber
Stal.s mArehal, returned hurt night company here, stopped off here for a
from an official trip to Laa Vegas and few hours' visit yesterday en rOU'e to
Raton.
Los Angeles,
from Chihuahua, MexDr, M J Moran, wife and children, ico.
were visitors In the city yesterday.
Mrs. Francis E. Wood, wife of Mr.
Dr. Moran is u practicing dentist at Wood of the law llrm of Wood avi
Demtnff, N- m.
Marion, returned last night from an
extended visit to her former tome
Sir Anderson, timekeeper at the
Fe shops, has returned from in Coining, X. Y., and summer reiiftt
two weeks' vacation spent c Kan In the Adlrondacks.
s.is City and Chicago.
A large crowd attended the band
James Keller of (Vntervllle, Iowa, concert given by the newly organized
has arrived in the city to make his Duke City hand at Robinson park last
home here. Mr. Keller Is prominent night. The concert was one of the
best of the season and was thoroughly
among the Iowa Kiks.
by the audience. The
appreciated
formerly
of
Miss Blanche Clover,
AUG. 13 TO 19
getting into good Bhape
is
fast
band
this city, and now of Log Angeles, and promises to be a peerless musical
Tin- (ileal
was In the city yesterday en route organization within a short time.
to Van Weit. Ohio.
EDWIN KARRELL
Mr ami Mrs. Thomas Walsh, of 913
Roy Besadle) and Will Hartley of
Kiiiit-or-iiuipprfonnat
street, left last night for
last South Third
left
Sj:i South Fourth street,
Los Angeles, where they will remain
CHAMBERLAIN AND
Indefinitely.
Mr. Malsh. who Is a vetSTERLING
employe of the Santa Fe shops,
eran
i
Kids, ComTin- - Karsckter u
has been In poor health for some
edy, sinking nuil pEIMlEg
time. It is believed that the lower altitude ami change of climate will
New Pictures and Songs
Work is
prove beneficial.
Miss Nell Stern of St. Louis, Mo.,
Monday and Thursday.
WHITE WAGONS
left here yesterday morning for the
east after an extended visit nt the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Seymour
At
312 South Seventh street.
Las Vegas, Miss Stern will be Joined
by Miss Jetty
Rosewnld and Mrs.
Le w nson on Monday, and after a tour
urlil. 1. MM illlMlft HMilll fof Bl.ll sW of Colorado, the party will go to St
ti.iiti-tti..., I aa '

New Songs

21, 1908.

FALL FASHIONS!!

Bursum, territorial republiH.
can chairman,
returned last night
I
MS HI MS
from Santa Fe. and leaves today for
his home In Socorro.
Miss Carman Oarcla, aged eighteen,
died
at her home in this city yesterPrivate Ambulance.
day
6:25 p. m. Funeral announceat
Office Strong Block, Second
ments will be made later.
Ml Copper.
:
Mr. and Mrs. 3 B. Coen and chiloffice 75. Residren have retuii. d from a month's
dence 506.
visit to San Diego. Cal. Mr. Coen Is
Supt. Fnlrvhw and Santa
foreman of the Santa Fe shops,
llarlmru Cemeteries.
Fred Wernicke of the !'uewnt
Development company, leaves this
morning on a business trip to Melrose and Pecos Valley points.
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
Prof. J. A. Miller, principal of the
last
Central High school, returned
night from Bernalillo, where he conducted the Sandoval county teachers
Ia tha even? that too should na
Institute.
racalT yuur morning papar teleph

MH4JHH

FRIDAY, AUGUST

night for a three weeks' visit to San
Diego, and Ios Angeles.
X
W. A. Keleher returned on the Limited yesterday from St. Paul, Minn.,
where he attended the meeting of the

HIMHtHMHMMIIItMimMMtMMtMMtM

MMM

MORNING JOURNIL,

Made by an Italian firm
from specially grown
wheat. In two grades
per lb.
10 and 12
2c

ALBUQUERQUE CASH

GROCERY CO.
HOMER II. WARD.

Mgr.

315 Marble Ave.

Marcus P. Sawtcllc
Contractor and Builder.
1011 NORTH FIRST STREET.
Telephone 1080
MABEL M. FRANK
Diseases of the hair niui Scalp,
Scalp Mussuge.
Shampooing.
Ladies and Gentlemen
7
Rariiitt Blilu Phone B70.

40-1-

WOLKING & SON
IKKMOTOR

WINDMIUiS,

DRILLING.

TANKS

WKI.b

AND

DRIVING

AN

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TEL. 1485

707 N. EIGHTH

OCR POIJCV 18 QUICK RALLS
LET I'S
SMALL PROFITS.
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVK'
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
I I S.
F. G. PRATT St CO., 214 H.
SI A ONI).
AND

OUR DOMESTIC FINISH IS .H1HT
THE THING AND SATISFIES OUR
PATRONS. IF VOL WANT TO IU
IIP TO DATE HAVE YOUR LAUNDRY IKNF BY THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. BACK OF POS'IOFFIOE.
WORK Oi'

OUR

LaUN BERING

LADIES' COLLARS,
ON
AND
HKIRTS
WAISTS.

SlllRf
BUCS

SUITS 18 UNSURPASSED. IMPERIAL liAUNDllY. BACK OF
OUR ASSORTMENT OF CANNED
FRUITS AND VEGETABIJCS ARE
SELECTED stock. COM: IN AND
EXAMINE TIIKM. K. G. PRATT
CO. 214 SOUTH SECOND.
A7.TEO FUEL CO.. MILL, FACWOOD
TORY AND MOUNTAIN
PINION FENCE POSTS; GALLUP
LUMP CO AI $6.50 PER TON. BUY
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE 3151.

FEE'S ROOT BEER. TI1K BEER
DRUG
WALTON'S
ni oi'ALITY.

STORE.

GOOD l(K! OR F.AM, AN U
SODA. . WALTON 9
CREAM

FEE'S

ICE

DRUG

STORK

